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Executive Summary

Deliverable D4.4 �Final Report on Architecture-Level Energy Usage, Timing
and Security Modeling and on Prototype�, due at month 24 of the TeamPlay
project, re�ects on the work carried out under task T4.1 �Energy Usage, Time
and Security Modeling (Predictable Architectures)�. Thus, this report con-
cludes the main e�orts of building energy-usage, timing, and security models
for the range of the predictable architectures considered in this project. More
speci�cally, we introduce the �nal versions of the energy-usage and timing
models for the Cortex-M0 and the LEON3 processors. Furthermore, the �-
nal versions of the INRIA's security models and their implementation in the
INRIA toolchain are part of this deliverable.

Although this deliverable's focus is the resource-usage modeling of pre-
dictable architectures, we also take the opportunity to report on a new GPU
energy model developed by the UBRIS for the Nvidia Tegra TX1 SoC. Fi-
nally, IRIDA reports on a new Convolutional-Neural-Network-based use case,
which signi�cantly expands the evaluation options for the tools and tech-
niques developed for the Cortex-M0 processor.

Although some preliminary evaluation of the �nal models is presented in
this deliverable, their �nal evaluation using the TeamPlay's use cases will be
carried out as part of the deliverables D4.5 �Report on Energy Usage Analysis
and on Prototype� and D5.4 �Report on Assessment of Project Outcomes�.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This deliverable presents the �nal e�orts of creating execution time, energy
consumption and security models for the range of predictable architectures
selected in the project; namely the Arm Cortex-M0 and the LEON3 proces-
sors. It concludes the modelling e�orts reported in deliverable D4.1 �First
Report on Architecture-Level Energy Usage, Timing and Security Modeling�
and in deliverable D4.3 �Report on Energy, Timing and Security Modeling
of Complex Architectures� for the LEON3.

Therefore, in the following chapters, we provide the �nal modelling tech-
niques selected in TeamPlay, starting with the most mature discipline, ex-
ecution time modelling, described in Chapter 2. The chapter describes the
�nal version of the Arm Cortex-M0 timing model. This is an updated version
of the model provided in the [Tea18b] and evaluated in [Tea19]. The original
model was found to be incorrect in some cases by the evaluation performed
on the IRIDA's use cases. This is now addressed, and the new model evalu-
ation is demonstrated to have no timing anomalies. Thus the model is now
complete, and the architecture is demonstrably fully timing-compositional.

Chapter 2 also presents the work that has been carried out to determine
the feasibility of hybrid timing analysis for the LEON3 processor. Although
in principle, such a model should be feasible, limitations on the size of the
trace-bu�er of the LEON3 implementation used in TeamPlay, do not allow
for the creation of useful hybrid timing analysis. Finally, the microarchi-
tectural timing models for the ARM Cortex-M0 and the LEON3 are made
available in the WCET analysis tool, aiT, and integrated into the TeamPlay
toolchain through WCC (Worst-Case-Compiler).

Chapter 3 describes the �nal energy models for the Arm Cortex-M0 and
the LEON3 processors. The Cortex-M0 �nal model is counter-based; it
accounts for the hardware events (counters) that a�ect the energy consump-
tion of the processor while executing a program. This model is a signi�cant
improvement over the original Cortex-M0 model provided in [Tea18b], as
it can accurately capture the energy consumption of a more diverse set of
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programs. The model was evaluated on both the BEEBs benchmark suite
and the IRIDA's compute modules. The retrieved energy-consumption es-
timations have a deviation from the actual measurements, on average, in
the range of 2.8%. The new model was integrated into the TeamPlay's
energy-analyser and evaluated for its ability to bound the energy consump-
tion using the BEEB's benchmark suite. The evaluation demonstrated that
the Cortex-M0 energy modelling and analysis can provide useful energy con-
sumption bounds estimations; estimations that have an acceptable deviation
from the actual energy-consumption bounds.

Similarly to the Cortex-M0, the LEON3 energy-consumption model is
also counter-based. Regression analysis and cross-validation were used to se-
lect the set of hardware events (counters) that can provide the most accurate
energy-consumption estimations. Furthermore, a power model is also devel-
oped for the LEON3 processor. The �nal models' validation on the TAS-E's
use case demonstrated an average prediction error of around 3% compared
to physical energy measurements, for both models. The integration of the
model into the TeamPlay's energy analyser and its suitability evaluation for
energy consumption bound analysis is currently an ongoing process to be
concluded within the deliverable D4.5 �Report on Energy Usage Analysis
and on Prototype�.

Although this deliverable is primarily concerned with the modelling of
predictable architectures, in Chapter 3, we also take the opportunity to
report a novel GPU energy model created by UBRIS for the Nvidia Tegra
TX1 SoC.

Chapter 4 summarizes the work done by SIC and INRIA on security
modelling that is related to side-channel analysis. INRIA introduces its se-
curity toolchain and taint analysis implemented in WCC, in order to identify
sensitive values used during the computation. Side-channels are modelled as
a set of measurements, depending on sensitive and safe values. The new
metrics are for the �rst time demonstrated by using a short example. The
integration of the �nal INRIA's security models into the INRIA toolchain is
also part of this deliverable. This toolchain is now available for the TeamPlay
partners.

SIC presents their work on a framework for both horizontal and vertical
security metrics and explains how to interpret multiple metrics obtained
from various leakages. Their security analysis is yet to be integrated into the
TeamPlay's toolchain.

Finally, in Chapter 5, Irida Labs provides a custom CNN network as
a part of a smart car-parking application that monitors a parking lot and
decides on whether a parking slot is available or not. The compute elements
used in constructing the overall CNN model have been used in previous
deliverables to evaluate the TeamPlay's energy and timing models for the
Cortex-M0. In this deliverable, the entire CNN model is used as a real-
world benchmark for the Nucleo-64 board. This is an additional use case for
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the TeamPlay project that can be used to evaluate the e�ectiveness of the
TeamPlay's �nal toolchain.
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Chapter 2

Execution Time Modeling in

TeamPlay

This chapter describes the work that has been conducted in T4.1 devoted
to the modeling of execution time. In particular, this includes the following
objectives:

• Select suitable predictable architectures for the TeamPlay project.

• Study and measure the timing behaviour of these architectures, and
produce corresponding novel timing models.

Summary

Section 2.1 presents the architectures that have been selected for the Team-
Play project. Section 2.2 presents a hierarchy of timing models: the microar-
chitectural level, the control-�ow level, and the system level. In particular, it
presents the work carried out towards microarchitectural timing models for
the ARM Cortex-M0 and the LEON3. Section 2.3 describes the work done
to validate the timing model of the ARM Cortex-M0. Section 2.4 presents
the work that has been carried out to determine the feasibility of hybrid
timing analysis for the LEON3. Section 2.5 describes the integration of the
timing models in the TeamPlay tool chain. Finally, Section 2.6 summarizes
the work done concerning execution time modeling in TeamPlay.

2.1 Suitable Architectures for TeamPlay

The project proposal mentions several predictable architectures that may
be of interest for TeamPlay: AVR, ARM Cortex-M0, ARM Cortex-M3, and
LEON3. After the �rst discussions with the use case owners, it was clear
that the AVR will not be used in any of the use cases and thus, there was
no need to model its timing. Instead, some partners are very interested in
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using the ARM Cortex-A15, in particular, for the drone use case. However,
the ARM Cortex-A15 is a non-predictable architecture due to its use of
a random cache-replacement policy and the lack of documentation for the
inner workings of the pipeline. A microarchitectural model for static WCET
analysis is thus out of scope. We plan to support the ARM Cortex-A15 with
a hybrid measurement-based timing analysis approach. Consequently, two
architectures have been selected for TeamPlay for which models usable for
static timing analysis should be created: ARM Cortex-M0 and LEON3.

The ARM Cortex-M0 is very energy-e�cient. Due to its small physi-
cal footprint, it has been selected for the camera pill use case. The ARM
Cortex-M0 implements the ARMv6-M ISA, which is already supported by
the decoder and value analysis of aiT. Only the microarchitectural timing
model had to be developed from scratch.

The LEON3 is a more complex architecture with caches and FPU. It
implements the SPARCv8 ISA. Due to the availability of the LEON3 in a
radiation-hardened version, it is the natural �t for the satellite use case of
TAS-E. Moreover, it is also available in a multicore con�guration, which
makes it interesting for the work packages WP2 and WP3. aiT for LEON3
was already available before the start of TeamPlay. Hence, no new microar-
chitectural model needs to be constructed for single-core WCET analysis.
However, a system-level model is needed to derive multi-core WCET bounds.
Moreover, since the LEON3 can be con�gured to use an instruction trace
bu�er, it is also a candidate for hybrid measurement-based timing analysis.

2.2 Execution Time Modeling

Usually, there are three di�erent modeling levels needed to conduct a timing
analysis. The �rst level is the microarchitectural timing model which incor-
porates the exact state of the underlying hardware. It is used to compute the
execution time of a basic block. The second level incorporates the control
�ow structure between the basic blocks. It is used to compute the execution
time of whole tasks, without interruption. In case of maximisation, the re-
sult is the WCET of a task. The third level incorporates the whole system
with preemption, communication, etc. It is used to compute (worst-case)
response times and end-to-end timings.

2.2.1 Microarchitectural Timing Models

On the microarchitectural level, the timing model needs to incorporate the
exact state of all parts of a microprocessor that may in�uence the timing.
Thus, the microarchitectural model needs to model the �ow of instructions
through the pipeline, the (pre-)fetch behaviour, caches, branch predictors,
out-of-order and speculative execution, and all other complex features used
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to increase the (average) performance of a processor. The resulting state
space for one basic block alone may already contain several thousand states.

Static analyses of the microarchitectural behaviour are often based on ab-
stract interpretation [CC77], e.g., to predict cache hits/cache misses [Fer97,
FW98, SS07] or the �ow through the pipeline [The04]. However, there are
also approaches that model microarchitectural features with ILPs [LMW95,
LMW96].

Measurement-based analyses and hybrid measurement-based analyses of
the microarchitectural behaviour extract the timing information from mea-
surements obtained on the real hardware [DHL+16, BDHW17, KPWF19].
Thus, the microarchitectural models are given implicitly.

Microarchitectural Timing Model of the ARM Cortex-M0

The ARM Cortex-M0 [ARM09b, ARM09a] is the smallest ARM processor
with only about 12000 logic gates [Yiu15]. It is a very energy-e�cient micro-
controller for ultra low power applications. The Cortex-M0 implements the
ARMv6-M instruction set, a subset of the Thumb ISA. It is a 32-bit proces-
sor with a 32-bit bus interface and a 32-bit address space. It has a simple
three-stage pipeline (fetch, decode, execute) and optionally supports single-
cycle multiplication. The memory subsytem contains no caches. Due to its
limited instruction set, it may need long instruction sequences to accomplish
complex data manipulation operations.

We based the microarchitectural timing model of the ARM Cortex-M0
on the STM32F051R8T6 [STM17, STM12b] which is the chip used in the
STM32F0DISCOVERY kit [STM12a]. This particular instance of the ARM
Cortex-M0 features 64 kilobytes of �ash memory and 8 kilobytes of SRAM,
both connected to the core via an AHB-Lite bus (see Figure 2.1).

Text Text Text

ARM
Cortex-M0

Flash Memory
64 KB

SRAM
8 KB

AHB-Lite

Figure 2.1: Memory subsystem of the STM32F051R8T6.

The microarchitectural timing model only covers those parts of the pro-
cessor core that have an in�uence on the timing. Thus, it does not model
the contents of registers and memory cells, for example, but only the ad-
dresses of accessed memory cells and the processed instructions. Figure 2.2
shows a sequence of microarchitectural states that model the timing of one
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instruction from fetch to decode. One microarchitectural state consists of the
three pipeline stages (FE, DE, EX), the prefetch bu�er (PF), and a possible
ongoing memory access (MA). In the �gure, the instruction movs r0, #1 is
fetched from �ash memory in the �rst state. In the second to �fth state,
it resides in the prefetch bu�er, because four 4-byte memory accesses (in-
duced by instruction push {r4, r5, r6, lr}) stall the pipeline. In the
sixth state, the pipeline is not stalled anymore and the instruction is moved
into the decode stage. Thus, even a simple movs instruction may take several
cycles to complete due to pipeline stalls induced by memory accesses (and
code fetches).

This timing model was also the base of the timing and energy analysis
tools described in deliverable D4.2 [Tea18c]. During the evaluation of the
timing model for deliverable D4.3 [Tea19], IRIDA detected some cases where
the timing model did not correctly re�ect the timing beaviour of the ARM
Cortex-M0. We identi�ed the reason for the underestimation and released
an updated version of aiT for ARM Cortex-M0 including the improved tim-
ing model. This new version is available for all project partners and has
been integrated into the latest version of WCC. Moreover, this version has
been also used for the validation of the timing model which is described in
section 2.3. We observed no timing anomalies and thus assume the ARM
Cortex-M0 to be a fully timing-compositional architecture.
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State	778	Hash	EF093F12DAA53607

Current:	thumb::0x80007b0	(id	400,	pos	0)
									movs	r0,	#1

Cycles:		4

Cortex-M0

FE[0x80007b0]:	[0x080007b0]	(FLASH,	RD	4/4,	0x4,	TA)

PF:	EMPTY

DE:	0x80007ae:	sub	sp,	sp,	#8	<1,0,1>	(399,	0)

EX:	0x80007ac:	push	{r4,	r5,	r6,	lr}	<5,0,1>	[1]	(398,	0)

MA:	IDLE

State	779	Hash	BBC75D9F42EE9C16

Current:	thumb::0x80007b0	(id	400,	pos	0)
									movs	r0,	#1

Cycles:		5

Cortex-M0

FE[0x80007b4]:	IDLE

PF:	0x80007b0	(4	bytes)

DE:	0x80007ae:	sub	sp,	sp,	#8	<1,0,1>	(399,	0)

EX:	0x80007ac:	push	{r4,	r5,	r6,	lr}	<5,0,1>	[1]	(398,	0)

MA:	[0x200001e0]	(SRAM,	WR	4/16,	0x2,	1)

State	780	Hash	B5D1578EE44C55C6

Current:	thumb::0x80007b0	(id	400,	pos	0)
									movs	r0,	#1

Cycles:		6

Cortex-M0

FE[0x80007b4]:	IDLE

PF:	0x80007b0	(4	bytes)

DE:	0x80007ae:	sub	sp,	sp,	#8	<1,0,1>	(399,	0)

EX:	0x80007ac:	push	{r4,	r5,	r6,	lr}	<5,0,1>	[1]	(398,	0)

MA:	[0x200001e0]	(SRAM,	WR	8/16,	0x2,	1)

State	781	Hash	49B8B8AC01AA6D3D

Current:	thumb::0x80007b0	(id	400,	pos	0)
									movs	r0,	#1

Cycles:		7

Cortex-M0

FE[0x80007b4]:	IDLE

PF:	0x80007b0	(4	bytes)

DE:	0x80007ae:	sub	sp,	sp,	#8	<1,0,1>	(399,	0)

EX:	0x80007ac:	push	{r4,	r5,	r6,	lr}	<5,0,1>	[1]	(398,	0)

MA:	[0x200001e0]	(SRAM,	WR	12/16,	0x2,	1)

State	782	Hash	A834F7B40E2990DC

Current:	thumb::0x80007b0	(id	400,	pos	0)
									movs	r0,	#1

Cycles:		8

Cortex-M0

FE[0x80007b4]:	IDLE

PF:	0x80007b0	(4	bytes)

DE:	0x80007ae:	sub	sp,	sp,	#8	<1,0,1>	(399,	0)

EX:	0x80007ac:	push	{r4,	r5,	r6,	lr}	<5,0,1>	[1]	(398,	0)

MA:	[0x200001e0]	(SRAM,	WR	16/16,	0x4,	TA)

State	783	Hash	382065C6136AD22C

Current:	thumb::0x80007b0	(id	400,	pos	0)
									movs	r0,	#1

Cycles:		9

done

Cortex-M0

FE[0x80007b4]:	[0x080007b4]	(FLASH,	RD	0/4,	0x0,	1)

PF:	0x80007b2	(2	bytes)

DE:	0x80007b0:	movs	r0,	#1	<0,0,1>	(400,	0)

EX:	0x80007ae:	sub	sp,	sp,	#8	<1,0,1>	(399,	0)

MA:	IDLE

Figure 2.2: Microarchitectural states of the ARM Cortex-M0.
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Microarchitectural Timing Model of the Cobham Gaisler LEON3

The LEON3 is a synthesizable SPARCv8-compliant 32-bit CPU core devel-
oped by Cobham Gaisler. Its VHDL source is available under the GNU GPL
for evaluation and research purposes [Cob10].

32 KB D-Cache 32 KB I-Cache Frontside L3 Cache
1024 KB

Frontside L3 Cache
1024 KB

Power Architecture™
e500mc Core

32 KB D-Cache 32 KB I-Cache

SPARC V8™
LEON3FT Core

D-Cache 16 KB I-Cache 16 KB

Memory Controller On-Chip SRAM
192 KB

AMBA AHB

Figure 2.3: Memory subsystem of the Cobham Gaisler GR712RC.

Again, the microarchitectural timing model only covers those parts of the
processor core that have an in�uence on the timing. For the LEON3, it con-
sists of the instruction and data caches, the memory management unit, the
integer unit (including hardware multiplier/divider) and the double-precision
IEEE-754 �oating-point unit. Figure 2.4 shows one state of the microarchi-
tectural timing model for the LEON3. Two pipelines must be modelled: the
integer and the �oating-point pipeline. Moreover, the model incorporates a
cache analysis [Fer97, FW98] to predict whether a memory access is a de�-
nite cache hit, a de�nite cache miss, or cannot be classi�ed as de�nite hit or
miss.

The LEON3 is available in a dual-core con�guration [Cob18b]. This vari-
ant will be used in the satellite use case. Thus, an additional interference
analysis is needed to compute multicore WCET bounds. Another interest-
ing feature of the LEON3 is the instruction trace bu�er. This opens the
possibility for a hybrid (measurement-based) modeling approach.
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Current:	0x40002c34	(id	259,	pos	0)
									sethi	0x40006000,	%g1

Cycles:		2

done

Split	Markers:
		cache	hit

LEON3

IU

FE:	0x40002c44	(0,--)	(HOLD:	0x0)

DE:	0x40002c40	(0,--):	ld	[%fp-16],	%o5

RA:	0x40002c3c	(0,--):	st	%g1,	[%fp-24]

EX:	0x40002c3c	(0,--):	st	%g1,	[%fp-24]

ME:	0x40002c38	(0,--):	or	%g1,	+160,	%g1

XT:	0x40002c34	(0,--):	sethi	0x40006000,	%g1

MUL:	ISSUED

DIV:	ISSUED

FPU

DE:	0xffffffff	(-1,--):	UNKNOWN

EX:	0xffffffff	(-1,--):	UNKNOWN

WR:	0xffffffff	(-1,--):	UNKNOWN

IT:	0xffffffff	(-1,--):	UNKNOWN

MMU

STATE:	IDLE

REQUEST:
CODE:	0xffffffff
DATA:	0xffffffff(-1)

STORE	BUFFER:
EMPTY

ACCESS:

CACHE

ICACHE:
must:
300:	{{0x40002580}{}}
301:	{{0x400025a0}{}}
302:	{{0x400025c0}{}}
303:	{{0x400025e0}{}}
304:	{{0x40002600}{}}
348:	{{0x40002b80}{}}
349:	{{0x40002ba0}{}}
350:	{{0x40002bc0}{}}
352:	{{0x40002c00}{}}
353:	{{0x40002c20}{}}
354:	{{0x40002c40}{}}
388:	{{0x40003080}{}}
389:	{{0x400030a0}{}}
393:	{{0x40003120}{}}
may:
300:	{{0x40002580}{chaos}}
301:	{{0x400025a0}{chaos}}
302:	{{0x400025c0}{chaos}}
303:	{{0x400025e0}{chaos}}
304:	{{0x40002600}{chaos}}
348:	{{0x40002b80}{chaos}}
349:	{{0x40002ba0}{chaos}}
350:	{{0x40002bc0}{chaos}}
352:	{{0x40002c00}{chaos}}
353:	{{0x40002c20}{chaos}}
354:	{{0x40002c40}{chaos}}
388:	{{0x40003080}{chaos}}
389:	{{0x400030a0}{chaos}}
393:	{{0x40003120}{chaos}}
valid:
	0x40002580:	{⊤,	⊤,	⊤,	⊤,	⊤,	⊤,	t,	t}
	0x400025a0:	{t,	t,	t,	t,	t,	t,	t,	⊤}
	0x400025c0:	{⊤,	⊤,	⊤,	⊤,	t,	t,	t,	t}
	0x400025e0:	{t,	⊤,	⊤,	⊤,	⊤,	⊤,	t,	t}
	0x40002600:	{t,	t,	⊤,	⊤,	⊤,	⊤,	⊤,	⊤}
	0x40002b80:	{⊤,	⊤,	⊤,	t,	t,	t,	t,	t}
	0x40002ba0:	{t,	⊤,	⊤,	⊤,	⊤,	⊤,	⊤,	⊤}
	0x40002bc0:	{⊤,	t,	t,	t,	t,	t,	⊤,	⊤}
	0x40002c00:	{⊤,	t,	t,	t,	t,	t,	t,	t}
	0x40002c20:	{t,	t,	t,	t,	t,	t,	t,	t}
	0x40002c40:	{t,	⊤,	⊤,	⊤,	⊤,	⊤,	⊤,	⊤}
	0x40003080:	{⊤,	⊤,	⊤,	⊤,	⊤,	⊤,	⊤,	t}
	0x400030a0:	{t,	t,	t,	t,	⊤,	⊤,	⊤,	⊤}

DCACHE:
must:
1022:	{{0x4000ffc0}{}}
1023:	{{0x4000ffe0}{}}
may:
1022:	{{0x4000ffc0}{chaos}}
1023:	{{0x4000ffe0}{chaos}}
valid:
	0x4000ffc0:	{⊤,	t,	t,	t,	⊤,	⊤,	⊤,	⊤}
	0x4000ffe0:	{⊤,	⊤,	⊤,	t,	t,	t,	⊤,	⊤}

Figure 2.4: One microarchitectural state of the Cobham Gaisler LEON3.
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2.2.2 Code-Level Timing Models

The second level of timing models incorporates the control �ow between basic
blocks. Consider for example the CFG shown in Figure 2.5. It consists of 7
nodes and 8 edges. Two of the nodes are the arti�cial start and end node,
the other nodes are the basic blocks of the program represented by this CFG.
The CFG contains two control �ow splits (at nodes BB1 and BB4) and two
control �ow joins (at nodes BB3 and BB5). Moreover, two nodes (BB3 and
BB4) form a loop, with BB3 as loop head and edge e5 as loop back edge.
Each edge has some associated cost, e.g., the estimated worst-case execution
time of the basic block from which the edge is originating. For our example,
we assume the costs given in Table 2.1. Moreover, we assume that the loop
iterates between two and four times (we de�ne the number of loop iterations
as the number of executions of the loop head).

Figure 2.5: A simple control �ow graph consisting of arti�cial start/end node
(orange), normal basic blocks (violet) and basic blocks in a loop (blue).
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Edge e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7 e8

Cost 0 2 2 4 1 8 2 5

Table 2.1: Edge costs for the edges shown in Figure 2.5. The outgoing edges
of the arti�cial start node have always an associated cost of zero, i.e., time
is only spent when executing real instructions.

A sound code-level timing analysis (i.e., the timing analysis concerned
with the combination of di�erent control �ows) needs to search for the path
in the CFG with the highest execution time. For our example CFG, we can
explicitly enumerate all four possible paths (remember that the loop iterates
between two and four times):

• [e1, e2, e6, e8] with cost 15

• [e1, e3, e4, e5, e4, e7, e8] with cost 18

• [e1, e3, e4, e5, e4, e5, e4, e7, e8] with cost 23

• [e1, e3, e4, e5, e4, e5, e4, e5, e4, e7, e8] with cost 28

However, in general, an explicit enumeration of all paths may lead to an
exponential runtime of the analysis. Implicit path enumeration techniques
(IPET) based on integer linear programming can be used instead, where the
path analysis is modelled as a �ow maximisation problem [LMW95, The02].

The ILP to be solved is constructed as follows: First of all, the objective
function is built as the sum of edge traversal counts multiplied by the edge
weights (i.e. the associated execution times of each edge). This function will
then be maximised by the ILP solver. Since this function alone is unbounded,
some constraints must be added to the ILP. The �rst kind of constraint
are those used for the preservation of �ow: (a) The �ow through a node
equals the sum of the �ows of the incoming edges; (b) The �ow through a
node equals the sum of the �ows of the outgoing edges; (c) The �ow of the
arti�cial start and end nodes equals one. The second kind of constraints are
loop bounds (and recursion bounds): Here, the �ow through the loop head is
constrained by the associated iteration bounds. In order to correctly handle
nested loops, these iteration bounds are relative to the �ow from the outside
of the loop into the loop header.

An example of such an ILP can be found in Listing 2.1. Note that the
positive integer requirements have been omitted. The result of the maximi-
sation of the objective function for the CFG given in Figure 2.5 is 28. Note
that this ILP formulation is relatively coarse-grained because it is based on
the basic blocks of the CFG. A more �ne-grained model�and thus, a more
precise bound of the WCET�can be constructed if the underlying microar-
chitectural state graph is used to formulate the ILP [Ste10].
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\ Maximisation Problem

Maximize cost:

2 e2 + 2 e3 + 4 e4 + 1 e5 + 8 e6 + 2 e7 + 5 e8

Subject To

\ Start/End Constraints

StartBlock = 1

EndBlock = 1

\ Flow Preservation

StartBlock - e1 = 0

BB1 - e1 = 0

BB1 - e2 - e3 = 0

BB2 - e2 = 0

BB2 - e6 = 0

BB3 - e3 - e5 = 0

BB3 - e3 = 0

BB4 - e4 = 0

BB4 - e5 - e7 = 0

BB5 - e6 - e7 = 0

BB5 - e8 = 0

EndBlock - e8 = 0

\ Loop Bounds

BB3 - 4 e3 <= 0

BB3 - 2 e3 >= 0

General

\ Variables

[...]

End

Listing 2.1: Interesting part of the ILP generated for the CFG shown in
Figure 2.5. The positive integer requirements for the variables have been
omitted. The edge costs are also given in Table 2.1. The result of the
objective function is 28.
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2.2.3 System-Level Timing Models

On the highest level of timing models, whole systems are considered. This in-
cludes the scheduling of tasks, interrupts, preemption, communication with
other devices, busses, networks, etc. Thus, system-level timing models are
highly dependent on the used operating system and its features, the com-
munication strategy, the network and bus architectures, the scheduling algo-
rithm, and even on the constraints given by the outside world in which the
real-time system is embedded. The focus of T4.1 of the TeamPlay project
is on microarchitectural and code-level timing models. Thus, we give here
only a short overview on system-level models.

One aspect of system-level timing models is the algorithm used for real-
time scheduling. There exist many such algorithms, which can be roughly
classi�ed into those obeying hard or soft deadlines; those which support
periodic and/or aperiodic tasks; those which allow preemption or not; and
�nally, static and dynamic scheduling [Mar03].

Consider for example the simple task system in Figure 2.6. It consists of
two tasks, T1 and T2. T2 has a higher priority and preempts T1 as soon as
it is ready. Thus, the response time of T1 does not equal its execution time
but the sum of the execution times of T1 and T2 plus interference costs, for
example cache-related preemption costs [ADM12].

Figure 2.6: A system consisting of two tasks. T2 preempts T1.

Whether or not a multi-task system is schedulable can be determined
with a schedulability analysis. One example for a tool that supports schedu-
lability and communication analysis is SymTA/S [HHJ+05, Lux].

Recent work by TUHH integrated system-level schedulability analysis
into the WCC compiler. For this purpose, ILP inequations modeling the
response times according to Lehoczky's seminal work [LSD89] have been
added to compiler optimizations. This allows to add constraints of the type
ri ≤ Di to optimizations such that it is ensured that the response time
of task i is below its respective deadline [LF15]. This approach supports
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both dynamic priorities of Earliest Deadline First scheduling (EDF) as well
as �xed priorities for Rate-Monotonic Scheduling (RMS). Context switching
costs of the individual scheduling algorithms are properly modeled, arbitrary
task activations represented by event streams are also supported [LF17].

At the level of multi-core systems, the proper modeling of timing interfer-
ences due to hardware resources that are shared among the individual cores
is of utmost importance. For hard real-time systems, TDMA-arbitrated
shared buses and memories have been proposed due to their timing pre-
dictability [CFG+10]. The round-robin nature of TDMA allows to provide
tight upper bounds of the delay of shared memory accesses for the individual
cores [KFM+14]. These TDMA-related timing interferences were again in-
corporated into compiler optimizations such that code fragments are moved
into private memories of the cores in order to reduce load and interference on
the shared bus and to �nally minimise the WCETs of the tasks running on
the individual cores [OLF17]. Complex distributed real-time systems can be
modeled using Thiele's Real-Time Calculus (RTC) [TCN00] where task acti-
vations and processing resources are modeled using event arrival curves and
service curves. However, these event arrival curves are usually determined
without any knowledge about the actual code of the involved software tasks.
This issue was addressed recently by using compiler analyses to derive event
arrivals for shared buses of multi-core architectures [OSF18].

SysWCET [DWUL17] is another recent approach that tries to integrate
both the control-�ow and the system-level timing analysis in one combined
path analysis. Here, an ILP models both the control �ow inside of tasks as
well as the preemption relations between the tasks. The goal is to improve
the precision of the overall WCRT bound.

2.3 Validation of the Timing Model for the ARM

Cortex-M0

We used the validation methodology presented in [Geb13] for the validation
of the microarchitectural timing model of the ARM Cortex-M0. For this,
we built a measurement framework based on the ARM Cortex-M0's SysTick
timer [Yiu15] to conduct measurements on the STM32F0DISCOVERY board
[STM12a]. This allows us to obtain cycle-accurate instruction traces. Then,
we compared the results of the measurements with the results of the pipeline
analysis used in aiT for ARM Cortex-M0.

Two sets of test programs have been used for the validation. First, we
created a set of test cases that target speci�c scenarios in the ARM Cortex-
M0 pipeline. Second, we used the convolutional neural network (CNN)
benchmarks created by IRIDA for the evaluation of the timing model in
the deep learning use case. They come with several computing elements
(CEs), i.e., blocks of code used iteratively inside the CNN structure. The
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benchmarks use three di�erent types of CEs: 4-D Convolution, MaxPool,
and Full-Connected. The timing analysis was performed for the CEs them-
selves, while the measurements also include the overhead for starting and
stopping the timer, which adds about 50 cycles to the measurement result.
In the following, we present the validation results obtained with the CNN
benchmarks.

2.3.1 4-D Convolution CE

For the 4-D Convolution CE, we measured the execution time of the bench-
mark with two di�erent compiler optimization levels (-Og and -Os) and eight
di�erent optimizations used in the loop structure of the CE. The coe�cient
values used for the measurements are IWH=4, IC=4, KWH=4, KN=4. From
a worst-case perspective, the combination of compiler level -Og and loop op-
timization 3 produced the fastest code. Overestimation is between less than
one up to about twelve percent.

comp. opt. code opt. measurement prediction overestimation

-Og 1 992933 995819 1%

-Og 2 975841 1010519 4%

-Og 3 580533 586077 1%

-Og 4 579622 611398 6%

-Og 5 912284 1003136 10%

-Og 6 978285 1041114 7%

-Og 7 914531 974171 7%

-Og 8 943004 1003392 7%

-Os 1 745174 806574 9%

-Os 2 1135030 1138094 1%

-Os 3 825210 881406 7%

-Os 4 910944 961741 6%

-Os 5 547030 608876 12%

-Os 6 620246 648556 5%

-Os 7 709254 768940 9%

-Os 8 693750 755532 9%

Table 2.2: Results of the ARM Cortex-M0 timing model validaton for the 4-D
Convolution CE. Execution time results are given in cycles. Overestimation
has been rounded up to whole percents.

2.3.2 MaxPool CE

For the MaxPool CE, we measured the execution time of the benchmark with
two di�erent compiler optimization levels (-Og and -Os) and two di�erent
optimizations used in the loop structure of the CE. The coe�cient values
used for the measurements are WH=16, IC=16, KWH=3. From a worst-
case perspective, the combination of compiler level -Og and loop optimization
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2 produced the fastest code. Overestimation is between six and ten percent.

comp. opt. code opt. measurement prediction overestimation

-Og 1 306553 333651 9%

-Og 2 226032 247785 10%

-Os 1 256655 279794 9%

-Os 2 256408 271389 6%

Table 2.3: Results of the ARM Cortex-M0 timing model validaton for the
MaxPool CE. Execution time results are given in cycles. Overestimation has
been rounded up to whole percents.

2.3.3 Full-Connected CE

For the Full-Connected CE, we measured the execution time of the bench-
mark with two di�erent compiler optimization levels (-Og and -Os) and three
di�erent optimizations used in the loop structure of the CE. The coe�cient
values used for the measurements are A=1, B=4, C=1024. From a worst-case
perspective, the combination of compiler level -Os and loop optimization 3
produced the fastest code. Overestimation is between zero and seven per-
cent.

comp. opt. code opt. measurement prediction overestimation

-Og 1 86227 86197 -

-Og 2 90416 90378 -

-Og 3 86318 90366 5%

-Os 1 82127 82085 -

-Os 2 69982 69938 -

-Os 3 57686 61742 7%

Table 2.4: Results of the ARM Cortex-M0 timing model validaton for the
Full-Connected CE. Execution time results are given in cycles. Overestima-
tion has been rounded up to whole percents. Test cases without overestima-
tion di�er only in the overhead of the measurement framework.

2.4 Feasibility of Hybrid Timing Analysis for the

LEON3

The LEON3 can be con�gured to contain a hardware debug support unit
(DSU) [Cob19a]. The DSU allows the recording of bus traces and instruction
traces. We investigated the quality of the instruction traces regarding their
usefulness for hybrid timing analysis.

Each entry in the instruction trace bu�er is 128 bytes wide. Each in-
struction executed by the processor occupies one entry in the bu�er, execept
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grmon3> i n s t f i l t e r
Current i n s t r u c t i o n t r a c e f i l t e r s e t t i n g :
CPU 0 : 0x00 Al l i n s t r u c t i o n s
CPU 1 : 0x00 Al l i n s t r u c t i o n s

grmon3> i n s t f i l t e r 0x2
Not supported by hardware !

grmon3> i n s t f i l t e r 0x0
F i l t e r setup s u c c e s s f u l !

grmon3> i n s t f i l t e r
Current i n s t r u c t i o n t r a c e f i l t e r s e t t i n g :
CPU 0 : 0x00 Al l i n s t r u c t i o n s
CPU 1 : 0x00 Al l i n s t r u c t i o n s

Listing 2.2: Con�guration of DSU instruction trace �lter with GRMON3.

for multi-cycle instructions, which occupy two or three entries. 30 bits of the
entry are used for the program pointer (the lowest two bits are not stored as
they are always zero). 32 bits are used for the instruction opcode. 30 bits
are used to store a time stamp. The rest of the bits are used to store status
information, for example, if a multi-cycle instruction is stored in the entry.

The instruction trace bu�er in the GR712RC has 256 entries [Cob18b].
When the LEON3 is synthesized on an FPGA, the size of the instruc-
tion trace bu�er can be con�gured. The largest possible con�guration is
16 kbytes, i.e., 1024 entries. Since each instruction needs at least one entry
in the bu�er, at most 1024 instructions can be stored. Thus, the instruction
trace bu�er is large enough for short interrupt service routines, but not for
larger tasks.

There exist the possibility to �lter the instructions that are stored in
the bu�er [Cob19a]. A �lter value of 0x0 means that all instructions are
traced, while a �lter value of 0x2 means that only control-�ow changes are
traced. This would allow to increase the length of the code snippet covered by
traces. However, the documentation of the GR712RC does not mention the
�lter at all, and the LEON3 we synthesized on an FPGA does not support
the instruction trace �lter (see Listing 2.2). We also did not found any
con�guration option to include the instruction trace �lter in the synthesizable
design.

Example

The instruction trace bu�er can be read with GRMON3 [Cob19b], a debugger
for the LEON3. Listing 2.3 shows a typical debugging session with GRMON3.
First, the processor is reset. Then, a binary is loaded onto the target. Finally,
the program is executed. In this case, the program exited normally. GRMON3
can also be used to set breakpoints, show backtraces, examine the state of the
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grmon3> r e s e t

grmon3> load ~/example/ leon3 / s o l u t i o n / scenar ios_a3 . e l f
40000000 . t ex t 20 .7kB / 20 .7kB

↪→ [===============>] 100%
400052A0 . data 3 .0kB / 3 .0kB

↪→ [===============>] 100%
Total s i z e : 23 .66kB (1 . 54Mbit/ s )
Entry po int 0x40000000
Image / s c ra t ch / us e r s / swegener /a3 . g i t /example/ leon3 / s o l u t i o n /

↪→ scenar ios_a3 . e l f loaded

grmon3> run
Program ex i t ed normally .

Listing 2.3: Typical GRMON3 session.

register �le, or download contents of the memory. Listings 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6
show an example for an instruction trace obtained with GRMON3.

Conclusion

In principle, all information needed for a hybrid timing analysis is available
in the instruction trace. However, due to the limited size of the trace bu�er,
only small code snippets can be covered. Thus, developing a version of our
hybrid timing analysis tool TimeWeaver [KPWF19] for the LEON3 seems
to be of limited value.

For a system-level timing analysis, one needs to obtain bounds for the
delays induced by interference on shared resources. We expect the DSU with
its bus trace and instruction trace features to be of great use to derive these
interference costs, for example for the space use case.

2.5 Integration into the TeamPlay Toolchain

The microarchitectural timing models for the ARM Cortex-M0 and the
LEON3 are integrated into aiT for ARM Cortex-M0 and aiT for LEON3,
respectively, and available for all partners in the TeamPlay project. The two
tools for code-level timing analysis can either be used in a standalone fash-
ion, or through WCC, where they have been integrated to compute WCET
estimates for the WCET-aware compilation process. The integration into
WCC ensures the interoperability of the static timing analysis tools with
the whole TeamPlay toolchain, in particular, the compiler in WP3 and the
time-aware contracts in WP1. More details on the integration into WCC
can be found in deliverable D3.1 [Tea18a].
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grmon3> i n s t 100
TIME ADDRESS INSTRUCTION RESULT

↪→ SYMBOL
10514 40001104 s e t h i %hi (0 x40005c00 ) , %o1 [40005C00 ] −
10515 40001108 cmp %g1 , 0 [ 00000000 ] −
10516 4000110C or %o0 , 0x110 , %o0 [40005110 ] −
10538 40001110 be 0x40001120 [00000000 ] −
10539 40001114 or %o1 , 0x2b4 , %o1 [40005EB4 ] −
10542 40001120 s e t h i %hi (0 x40008c00 ) , %o5 [40008C00 ] −
10559 40001124 ld [%o5 + 0x148 ] , %g1 [00000000 ] −
10561 40001128 cmp %g1 , 0 [ 00000000 ] −
10579 4000112C be 0x40001150 [00000000 ] −
10580 40001130 or %o5 , 0x148 , %i0 [40008D48 ] −
10583 40001150 nop [00000000 ] −
10584 40001154 r e t [ 40001154 ] −
10585 40001158 r e s t o r e [ 00000000 ] −
10601 40005278 c a l l 0x400050b8 [40005278 ] −
10602 4000527C nop [00000000 ] −
10603 400050B8 save %sp , −104, %sp [47FFFEA8]

↪→ __do_global_ctors_aux+0x0
10609 400050BC s e t h i %hi (0 x40005000 ) , %g1 [40005000 ] −
10610 400050C0 or %g1 , 0x128 , %g1 [40005128 ] −
10627 400050C4 ld [%g1 − 4 ] , %o5 [FFFFFFFF] −
10629 400050C8 cmp %o5 , −1 [00000000 ] −
10647 400050CC be 0 x400050f0 [ 00000000 ] −
10648 400050D0 add %g1 , −4, %l0 [40005124 ] −
10664 400050F0 r e t [400050F0 ] −
10665 400050F4 r e s t o r e [ 00000000 ] −
10674 40005280 r e t [ 40005280 ] −
10675 40005284 r e s t o r e [ 00000000 ] −
10693 40001064 c a l l 0 x40002c90 [40001064 ] −
10707 40001068 nop [00000000 ] −
10708 40002C90 save %sp , −128, %sp [47FFFEF0 ]

↪→ main+0x0
10710 40002C94 c a l l 0x40002834 [40002C94 ]

↪→ main+0x4
10724 40002C98 nop [00000000 ]

↪→ main+0x8
10725 40002834 save %sp , −104, %sp [47FFFE88 ]

↪→ in i t_task_funct ion+0x0
10726 40002838 s e t h i %hi (0 x40008c00 ) , %g1 [40008C00 ]

↪→ in i t_task_funct ion+0x4
10732 4000283C or %g1 , 0x130 , %i5 [40008D30 ]

↪→ in i t_task_funct ion+0x8
10733 40002840 s e t h i %hi (0 x40006000 ) , %g1 [40006000 ]

↪→ in i t_task_funct ion+0xc
10734 40002844 or %g1 , 0x38 , %g1 [40006038 ]

↪→ in i t_task_funct ion+0x10
10735 40002848 s t %g1 , [% i 5 ] [40008D30

↪→ 40006038] in i t_task_funct ion+0x14
10737 4000284C s e t h i %hi (0 x40008c00 ) , %g1 [40008C00 ]

↪→ in i t_task_funct ion+0x18
10738 40002850 or %g1 , 0x58 , %i5 [40008C58 ]

↪→ in i t_task_funct ion+0x1c
10755 40002854 mov 0x20 , %g1 [00000020 ]

↪→ in i t_task_funct ion+0x20
10756 40002858 s t %g1 , [% i 5 ] [40008C58

↪→ 00000020] in i t_task_funct ion+0x24

Listing 2.4: LEON3 instruction trace obtained with GRMON3 (part 1 of 3).
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10758 4000285C s e t h i %hi (0 x40005c00 ) , %g1 [40005C00 ]
↪→ in i t_task_funct ion+0x28

10763 40002860 or %g1 , 0x3c0 , %i5 [40005FC0 ]
↪→ in i t_task_funct ion+0x2c

10764 40002864 s e t h i %hi (0 x40002400 ) , %g1 [40002400 ]
↪→ in i t_task_funct ion+0x30

10765 40002868 or %g1 , 0x24 , %g1 [40002424 ]
↪→ in i t_task_funct ion+0x34

10766 4000286C s t %g1 , [% i 5 ] [40005FC0
↪→ 40002424] in i t_task_funct ion+0x38

10788 40002870 s e t h i %hi (0 x40008c00 ) , %g1 [40008C00 ]
↪→ in i t_task_funct ion+0x3c

10796 40002874 or %g1 , 0x12c , %i 5 [40008D2C]
↪→ in i t_task_funct ion+0x40

10797 40002878 s e t h i %hi (0 x40005000 ) , %g1 [40005000 ]
↪→ in i t_task_funct ion+0x44

10798 4000287C or %g1 , 0x1a0 , %g1 [400051A0 ]
↪→ in i t_task_funct ion+0x48

10799 40002880 s t %g1 , [% i 5 ] [40008D2C
↪→ 400051A0 ] in i t_task_funct ion+0x4c

10801 40002884 r e t [ 40002884 ]
↪→ in i t_task_funct ion+0x50

10827 40002888 r e s t o r e [ 00000000 ]
↪→ in i t_task_funct ion+0x54

10843 40002C9C c a l l 0x40002a90 [40002C9C]
↪→ main+0xc

10845 40002CA0 nop [00000000 ]
↪→ main+0x10

10859 40002A90 save %sp , −104, %sp [47FFFE88 ]
↪→ init_crypt_ram+0x0

10860 40002A94 s e t h i %hi (0 x40008c00 ) , %g1 [40008C00 ]
↪→ init_crypt_ram+0x4

10867 40002A98 or %g1 , 0x64 , %i5 [40008C64 ]
↪→ init_crypt_ram+0x8

10868 40002A9C s e t h i %hi (0 x40002800 ) , %g1 [40002800 ]
↪→ init_crypt_ram+0xc

10869 40002AA0 or %g1 , 0x268 , %g1 [40002A68 ]
↪→ init_crypt_ram+0x10

10870 40002AA4 s t %g1 , [% i 5 ] [40008C64 40002
↪→ A68 ] init_crypt_ram+0x14

10872 40002AA8 r e t [40002AA8]
↪→ init_crypt_ram+0x18

10873 40002AAC r e s t o r e [ 00000000 ]
↪→ init_crypt_ram+0x1c

10876 40002CA4 s e t h i %hi (0 x40005000 ) , %g1 [40005000 ]
↪→ main+0x14

10877 40002CA8 or %g1 , 0x200 , %g1 [40005200 ]
↪→ main+0x18

10895 40002CAC ld [%g1 ] , %g1 [00000000 ]
↪→ main+0x1c

10896 40002CB0 s t %g1 , [% fp − 12 ] [ 47FFFF64
↪→ 00000000] main+0x20

10924 40002CB4 s e t h i %hi (0 x40005000 ) , %g1 [40005000 ]
↪→ main+0x24

10925 40002CB8 or %g1 , 0x244 , %g1 [40005244 ]
↪→ main+0x28

10943 40002CBC ld [%g1 ] , %g1 [00000000 ]
↪→ main+0x2c

10944 40002CC0 s t %g1 , [% fp − 24 ] [ 47FFFF58
↪→ 00000000] main+0x30

Listing 2.5: LEON3 instruction trace obtained with GRMON3 (part 2 of 3).
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10946 40002CC4 s e t h i %hi (0 x40005000 ) , %g1 [40005000 ]
↪→ main+0x34

10947 40002CC8 or %g1 , 0x200 , %g1 [40005200 ]
↪→ main+0x38

10948 40002CCC ld [%g1 + 0xc ] , %g1 [00000001 ]
↪→ main+0x3c

10949 40002CD0 s t %g1 , [% fp − 16 ] [ 47FFFF60
↪→ 00000001] main+0x40

10978 40002CD4 s e t h i %hi (0 x40005000 ) , %g1 [40005000 ]
↪→ main+0x44

10979 40002CD8 or %g1 , 0x244 , %g1 [40005244 ]
↪→ main+0x48

10997 40002CDC ld [%g1 + 0xc ] , %g1 [00000001 ]
↪→ main+0x4c

10998 40002CE0 s t %g1 , [% fp − 28 ] [ 47FFFF54
↪→ 00000001] main+0x50

11000 40002CE4 s e t h i %hi (0 x40005000 ) , %g1 [40005000 ]
↪→ main+0x54

11001 40002CE8 or %g1 , 0x200 , %g1 [40005200 ]
↪→ main+0x58

11022 40002CEC ld [%g1 + 0x18 ] , %g1 [00000002 ]
↪→ main+0x5c

11023 40002CF0 s t %g1 , [% fp − 20 ] [ 47FFFF5C
↪→ 00000002] main+0x60

11067 40002CF4 ld [% fp − 12 ] , %o5 [00000000 ]
↪→ main+0x64

11084 40002CF8 ld [% fp − 24 ] , %g1 [00000000 ]
↪→ main+0x68

11086 40002CFC add %o5 , %g1 , %g1 [00000000 ]
↪→ main+0x6c

11087 40002D00 ld [% fp − 16 ] , %o5 [00000001 ]
↪→ main+0x70

11089 40002D04 add %g1 , %o5 , %g1 [00000001 ]
↪→ main+0x74

11090 40002D08 ld [% fp − 28 ] , %o5 [00000001 ]
↪→ main+0x78

11092 40002D0C add %g1 , %o5 , %g1 [00000002 ]
↪→ main+0x7c

11093 40002D10 ld [% fp − 20 ] , %o5 [00000002 ]
↪→ main+0x80

11115 40002D14 add %g1 , %o5 , %g1 [00000004 ]
↪→ main+0x84

11116 40002D18 mov %g1 , %i0 [ 00000004 ]
↪→ main+0x88

11117 40002D1C re t [40002D1C]
↪→ main+0x8c

11118 40002D20 r e s t o r e [ 00000000 ]
↪→ main+0x90

11134 4000106C c a l l 0 x400048fc [4000106C] −
11135 40001070 nop [00000000 ] −
11141 400048FC mov 0x1 , %g1 [00000001 ]

↪→ _exit+0x0
11142 40004900 ta 0 [ TRAP ]

↪→ _exit+0x4
11161 40000800 ta 0 [ TRAP ] −

Listing 2.6: LEON3 instruction trace obtained with GRMON3 (part 3 of 3).
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2.6 Summary

We selected two predictable architectures that are suitable for the Team-
Play project. Those two architectures are the ARM Cortex-M0, a simple
architecture without caches, and the LEON3, a more complex architecture
with caches that is also available as a multicore platform. For the former,
no microarchitectural model was available yet. Thus, we developed a mi-
croarchitectural timing model for the ARM Cortex-M0. For the latter, we
investigated the use of hybrid timing analysis techniques.

The challenge for timing modeling is clear: There are architectures that
cannot be modelled because of unpredictable features, and there are multi-
core architectures for which special care is needed in order to correctly model
the interference costs due to con�icting resource accesses. For the former,
all hope is lost, and static timing analysis is infeasible. The latter, however,
will be part of most future hardware platforms for embedded systems, and
therefore, are an important area of research.

The microarchitectural timing models for the ARM Cortex-M0 and the
LEON3�available in the WCET analysis tool aiT and integrated into the
TeamPlay toolchain through WCC�enable the project partners to reason
about time as �rst class citizen, for example in the context of the time-
aware contracts in WP1 and the WCET-aware compilation in WP3. Their
application in WP5 allows the use case owners to optimize their software
with multiple objectives in mind: time, energy, and security.
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Chapter 3

Energy Consumption

Modelling in TeamPlay

3.1 Introduction

Energy consumption is now one of the main concerns when developing IoT
systems or edge computing applications [GXE18, Eea16]. Thus, providing
techniques for estimating the energy consumption of deeply embedded, pre-
dictable architectures is critical to enable the software developer to meet
the applications' strict energy budgets. This section describes the �nal en-
ergy models created for the two predictable architectures considered in the
project; the Cortex-M0 and the LEON3 architectures; see Section 3.3 and
Section 3.4 respectively. Their evaluation and integration within the Team-
Play toolchain are also discussed. The �nal versions of the energy models
re�ect the research �ndings and future work planned when the �rst versions
of the models where created at earlier stages of the project; see deliverable
D4.1 �First Report on Architecture-Level Energy Usage, Timing and Secu-
rity Modeling� and deliverable D4.3 �Report on Energy, Timing and Security
Modeling of Complex Architectures�.

The end-goal for the energy models created for the predictable architec-
tures is to use them in the energy consumption analysis tool designed for the
TeamPlay project. This static analysis tool provides energy consumption
upper bounds approximations for programs to be executed on the Cortex-
M0 and the LEON3 processors. Thus, Section 3.2, gives a quick overview of
the energy analysis tool, fully reported in deliverable D4.2 �Report on Early
Prototype of EnergyAnalyser�. This helps the reader have a complete picture
of how the energy analysis will work in TeamPlay and what are the require-
ments for the energy modelling to serve this analysis. Section 3.5 reports on
the integration of the analysis tool in the overall TeamPlay toolchain.

Finally, although this deliverable is primarily concerned with the mod-
elling of predictable architectures, we take the opportunity to report a novel
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GPU energy model created by UBRIS for the Nvidia Tegra TX1 SoC; see
Section 3.6.

3.2 Design of an Energy Consumption Analysis Tool

Deliverable D4.2 [Tea18c] describes in detail the design of the novel energy
analysis tool EnergyAnalyser for ARM Cortex-M0 that has been developed
in the course of the TeamPlay project. As a short recap, the architecture of
EnergyAnalyser (Figure 3.1) is as follows:

First, the binary reader disassembles a fully linked binary input exe-
cutable into its individual instructions. Architecture speci�c patterns decide
whether an instruction is a call, branch, return or just an ordinary instruc-
tion. This information is used to form the basic blocks of the control �ow
graph (CFG). Then, the control �ow between the basic blocks is recon-
structed. In most cases, this is done completely automatically. However, if a
target of a call or branch cannot be statically resolved, then the user needs
to write some annotations to guide the CFG reconstruction.

On this CFG, several static analyses take place to determine the values
of registers and memory cells, addresses of memory accesses, bounds of loops
and recursions, as well as infeasible code. Sometimes, loop/recursion bounds
cannot be computed statically. Then, the user can guide the analysis via
annotations.

With this information, the energy usage analysis is started. There, the
energy model will be used to derive energy consumption estimates for each
basic block. Subsequently, the CFG together with the basic block energy
information are used to search for the program path with the highest energy
consumption. Usually, there exists more than one possible path of execu-
tion through a program. Hence, in order to capture worst-case behaviour,
each and every path needs to examined. However, the explicit enumeration
of all possible paths is computationally expensive, because each conditional
branch doubles the number of possible paths containing the branch instruc-
tion. Explicit path enumeration is thus not feasible in general. Implicit
Path Enumeration Techniques (IPET) are used instead. One such technique
is the worst-case path analysis based on integer linear programming (ILP)
as described in Section 2.2.2. For energy analysis, the estimated energy con-
sumption is taken instead of the WCET of a basic block to derive the edge
costs used in the ILP formulation. Solving this ILP gives a path that has
the highest energy consumption according to the underlying energy model.

The use of IPET to approximate worst-case energy consumption of em-
bedded programs was extensively evaluated by the UBRIS [GKCE17, GKE15,
Geo17]. The approach was proved to be more powerful than other techniques,
such as static cost analysis techniques based on setting up and solving re-
currence equations[LKS+14]. This is because the complexity of solving re-
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Figure 3.1: Components of a static energy consumption analysis framework.

currence equations for analyzing larger programs proved a limiting factor
[GGP+15, LGK+16]. Thus, the choice of IPET to perform static analysis
energy consumption estimation is expected to enable the analysis of a larger
number of programs than the path enumeration and the recurrence equation
techniques.

3.3 Cortex-M0 Energy Model

As explained in Section 3.2, the overall energy consumption estimate of a
piece of code is constructed from the estimates of the basic blocks of the
program. Thus, appropriate energy consumption models are needed that
are capable of providing the basic blocks energy costs which are required
from the static resource analysis.

As a reminder for the Cortex-M0, an initial energy model was delivered
under deliverable D4.1 �First Report on Architecture-Level Energy Usage,
Timing and Security Modeling�. This version used the execution time as a
proxy for the energy consumption. Its evaluation on the BEEBS [PHB13]
benchmarks and the IRIDA's Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) com-
pute modules for the car parking slot use case (see deliverable D4.3 �Report
on Energy, Timing and Security Modeling of Complex Architectures�, Eval-
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uation Chapter) demonstrated that the model was weak in capturing a more
diverse set of programs. More speci�cally, we observed that programs with a
large number of memory operations and multiplication instructions were ex-
hibiting a signi�cant prediction error when applying the time-based energy
model to predict their energy consumption; in the range of 10-15%. This
means that not all executions cycles spent by the processor have the same
energy consumption, but rather the energy consumption of a cycle is highly
depended on the operation performed during that cycle. Thus, clearly, a
time-based energy model is inherently weak in capturing the energy con-
sumption of the processor accurately. To address this, we had to move to
a more comprehensive energy model, one which will be able to di�erentiate
between the di�erent kinds of operations happening during execution and
account for their energy consumption behaviour.

To represent the di�erent operations happening on the hardware during
execution, we moved from an cycle-based energy model towards an event-
based energy model. In a nutshell, such a model will base its prediction on
counters that represent the events.

3.3.1 Counter-based Code-level Energy Modelling

Counter-based energy consumption estimation models are typically obtained
via linear regression analysis, where coe�cients, βx, are determined for each
counter Cx to predict the overall energy cost, i.e., E =

∑
x(βx×Cx)+α, with

α being the error term. The coe�cients βx are the constants in the energy
model that are program independent and the counters are the variables that
depend on the program and its input. For a speci�c program with known
counters, the energy model can be used to estimate the energy consumed by
that program during execution. Note that the static analysis cannot derive
upper bounds of the counters independently for the whole program, as then
the path analysis may select multiple contradicting paths for the di�erent
counters, rendering the overall result useless.

3.3.2 Collection of Cortex-M0 Counters

Traditionally, there are two ways of collecting event counters for an architec-
ture: The �rst one is to collect these counters while executing programs on
the actual architecture via Performance Monitoring Units (PMUs) in case
the architecture o�ers any. The second way is to have an Instruction Set
Simulator (ISS), preferably cycle-accurate, which can simulate the execution
of a program for a speci�c architecture and can also collect event counters.
Since the Cortex-M0 is a deeply embedded architecture with minimal re-
sources available on-chip, it does not expose any PMUs. Thus, we modi�ed
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an open-source ISS, namely Thumbulator1, to extract the necessary event-
counters for our energy consumption modelling.

The modi�cations wrt. the reference Thumbulator implementation in-
cluded three key aspects:

• Adaptation to the memory organisation of the STM32F0xx processor
family;

• Introduction of a model of the instruction fetch mechanism used in the
STM32F0xx processors;

• Implementation of a range of event counters and the associated report-
ing mechanism.

The resulting simulator can be used to simulate any of the processors in the
STM32F0xx family; in particular it covers all Cortex-M0-based processors
retained for TeamPlay use cases.

The version of Thumbulator modi�ed for TeamPlay can collect a large
number of event counters that represent various aspects of the architecture's
runtime behaviour such as the e�ective RAM and Flash memory accesses,
taken branches, per-opcode instruction execution statistics, and interactions
between instruction- and data-related memory accesses. The validation of
the modi�ed Thumbulator on benchmark codes of the TeamPlay project
exposed a correctness bug in the implementation of the ASR instruction in
the original Thumbulator code, and identi�ed a case of incorrect memory
access counting. Both problems have been �xed in the version used to build
the �nal energy model.

By using the available architecture documentation and a series of mod-
elling rounds, we were able to constrain the number of counters used for the
modelling to the set of the counters that have the most signi�cant impact
on the energy consumption. These counters also yield the best-observed es-
timation accuracy compared to physical measurements. The set of selected
counters is shown in Table 3.1. Finally, we excluded the �number of in-
struction reads from Flash memory� counter (Flash_insn_reads) from the
modelling, because the ISS and the static energy analysis showed di�erent
fetch behaviour. Although this can have an impact on the accuracy of the
energy consumption model, the extracted energy model is proven to be ad-
equately accurate, as demonstrated in Subsection 3.3.3.

1The TeamPlay-modi�ed Thumbulator:
Git repository - https://github.com/PicoPET/thumbulator-stm32f0x.git
Reference implementation branch - master
TeamPlay modelling branch - teamplay-D4.4
Commit - 38669426d13a3feed518373bd08b0df00fcd7abb
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Counter Description

Executed_insns_no_muls Total number of instructions executed excluding multiplication instructions

RAM_data_reads Total number of data-read accesses from RAM

RAM_data_writes Total number of data-write accesses from RAM

Flash_data_reads Total number of data-read accesses from FLASH

Flash_insn_reads Total number of insn-read accesses from FLASH (or number of fetches)

Taken_branches Total number of taken branches

Muls Total number of multiplication instructions

Table 3.1: The counters selection that gives the most accurate energy con-
sumption model for the Cortex-M0 processor.

3.3.3 Model Training

Out of the 76 BEEBS benchmarks [PHB13, BBC+] that were able to com-
pile for the Cortex-M0 evaluation board (STM32F0DISCOVERY [STM12a]
from STMicro), eight are excluded from the energy modelling due to tim-
ing errors; There is no reason to include in the energy modelling process
the benchmarks for which we know Thumbulator is giving inaccurate coun-
ters. The remaining 68 benchmarks are su�cient for retrieving an accu-
rate energy model. There is a continuous collaborative process of improving
Thumbulator's accuracy between UBRIS and AbsInt. The following bench-
marks from BEEBS are excluded as their execution-cycle count from thum-
bulator compared to the hardware measurements exhibit a larger error than
the rest of the benchmarks (close to 4%): bs, cover, crc32, newlib-mod, recur-
sion, select, sglib-hashtable, tarai. Furthermore, the IRIDA's CNN compute
elements are used for the training and the evaluation of the model.

Both the BEEBS benchmarks and the IRIDA's CNN compute elements
have been compiled into two kinds of binaries. First, the benchmarks have
been compiled for the STM32F0DISCOVERY board in order to conduct en-
ergy consumption measurements. The hardware measured energy consump-
tion of the programs are the data for the dependent variable of our regres-
sion analysis. Second, the benchmarks have been compiled for the ISS, the
TeamPlay-modi�ed Thumbulator, to derive counter values. The counter val-
ues are the data for the independent variables of our regression analysis. The
reason for the two sets of binaries is that the simulator does not fully handle
accesses to the peripheral devices of the STM32F0DISCOVERY evaluation
board. This causes eternal loops during the simulation of the initialization
code included in the binaries used for hardware measurements.

When using regression modelling, it is critical to include as many training
samples as possible in the training phase. This ensures that the model is as
generic as possible and can capture a large part of the space being modeled.
Thus, instead of splitting our data into prede�ned training and testing sets,
we included all data into the training, and we used k-fold cross-validation
to ensure the model does not over�t or under�t the data. If the cross-
validation demonstrates a good estimation accuracy across all folds, then
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the �nal model using all the available data will exhibit a balanced variance
and bias. Thus, the model will have a good chance of accurately capturing
a big part of the space being modeled. In our case, we used 10-fold cross-
validation and we the R2 to evaluate the performance of each of the ten
models. A R2 value close to 1 demonstrates an excellent prediction. The
10-fold cross-validation yielded a R2 mean value of 0.998405, with a standard
deviation of 0.17%. This is an excellent result as the R2 score approaches the
value of one across all the di�erent folds, demonstrating that the counters
selection for the model is capturing the energy consumption of a variety of
programs accurately. Thus, for the �nal model, all the data points are being
used for training. The retrieved model's estimations have a deviation from
the actual measurements, on average, in the range of 2.8%.
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The �nal counter-based energy model for the ARM Cortex-M0 looks as
follows:

ECortex-M0 = 0.97256503× CExecuted_insns_no_muls

+ 0.65287177× CRAM_data_reads

+ 1.031341343× CRAM_writes

+ 1.037625441× CFlash_data_reads

+ 1.354953706× CTaken_branches

+ 2.274650563× CMuls

Note that α = 0 and the �nal energy estimations are measured in nJ.

3.3.4 Integration and Evaluation

The aforementioned energy model for the ARM Cortex-M0 has been inte-
grated into EnergyAnalyser for ARM Cortex-M0. We evaluated the inte-
grated model on the BEEBS benchmarks suite.

Benchmarks

We used the set of benchmarks that have been compiled for thumbulator to
facilitate the static energy consumption analysis.

In contrast to the safety-critical embedded hard real-time software that
is usually analysed with aiT, the BEEBS benchmarks also contain dynamic
memory management using malloc and free. We did not analyse these
benchmarks because the manual annotation e�ort to get tight results would
be too high. For some benchmarks, the static analysis was not able to derive
all loop bounds automatically. In this case, we used Thumbulator to derive
�ow constraints for the ILP-based path analysis. However, the benchmark
might not exercise the worst-case path, and thus, using the simulation trace
might not result in the worst-case amount of loop iterations for each loop in
the program. Some of the benchmarks contain computed calls via function
pointers that cannot be resolved automatically. In this case we manually
annotated the call targets. Moreover, we speci�ed constant data for some of
the benchmarks.

For one of the benchmarks�wikisort�the simulation with Thumbulator

fails because the binary allocated only 4096 bytes of stack, but the routine
WikiSort already needs 4520 bytes of stack. This causes a stack over�ow.
Hence, some function pointer variables are overwritten, and the benchmark
cannot be executed correctly. Two of the benchmarks�qsort and select�
contain out-of-bounds accesses.
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Evaluation Results

Tables 3.2 and 3.3 show the results of the comparison between the static
analysis and the underlying energy model. The benchmarks that have not
been analysed because of the occurrence of malloc and free are marked in
the tables. The same is true for the benchmarks for which �ow constraints
have been extracted with Thumbulator.

For 28 benchmarks, the di�erence between the model and the static ana-
lyis is less than one percent, i.e., the execution path exercised during the
simulator run is the worst-case path. Note that the analyis results include
the energy consumption of the execution of the main routine, which is not
included in the simulator result, which only contains the path between the
start trigger and the stop trigger. However, the contribution of this overhead
is less than one mJ and hence, neglectable.

For the other benchmarks, the static analysis selected di�erent paths as
worst-case execution paths. The maximal observed di�erence between the
simulator run and the static analysis is 441%. Three benchmarks show a
di�erence greater than 100%. Two of them�qurt and sqrt�heavily use
software �oating point computation, while the third�nsichneu�models a
state machine. For all three of them exist many di�erent execution path
possiblities, and the static analysis cannot prune infeasible paths. Hence,
the path analysis selects the worst-case combination which di�ers a lot from
the simulated execution path. On average, the simulator run and the static
analysis result di�er by 32%, which is quite good.
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Benchmark Analysis Result Model Result ∆ Note

aha-compress 78.885 mJ 78.828 mJ <1%

aha-mont64 99.396 mJ 99.396 mJ <1%

bubblesort 726.456 mJ 366.762 mJ 98%

cnt 42.813 mJ 42.804 mJ <1%

compress 27.895 mJ 27.895 mJ <1%

crc 9.623 mJ 9.623 mJ <1%

ctl-stack � 95.559 mJ � malloc/free

ctl-string � 109.642 mJ � malloc/free

ctl-vector � 85.449 mJ � malloc/free

cubic 7.801 J 4.138 J 89% �ow constraints

dijkstra � 6.362 J � malloc/free

dtoa � 72.574 mJ � malloc/free

du� 4.349 mJ 4.349 mJ <1%

edn 302.762 mJ 302.762 mJ <1%

expint 43.315 mJ 43.315 mJ <1%

fac 2.934 mJ 2.904 mJ 1%

fasta 29.383 J 21.100 J 39% �ow constraints

fdct 12.292 mJ 12.292 mJ <1%

�bcall 1.493 mJ 1.493 mJ <1%

�r 1.994 J 1.994 J <1%

frac 1.866 J 1.183 J 58% �ow constraints

insertsort 3.089 mJ 3.089 mJ <1%

janne_complex 1.402 mJ 1.402 mJ <1%

jfdctint 57.903 mJ 31.476 mJ 84%

lcdnum 1.238 mJ 805.000 mJ 54%

levenshtein 400.926 mJ 400.926 mJ <1%

ludcmp 224.417 mJ 174.559 mJ 29%

matmult-�oat 1.672 J 1.537 J 9%

matmult-int 842.724 mJ 842.649 mJ <1%

mergesort � 4.444 J � malloc/free

minver 132.483 mJ 84.348 mJ 57% �ow constraints

nbody 42.726 J 25.844 J 65% �ow constraints

ndes 298.805 mJ 293.297 mJ 2%

nettle-arcfour 108.660 mJ 105.880 mJ 3%

nettle-cast128 23.214 mJ 23.211 mJ <1%

nettle-des 22.595 mJ 22.595 mJ <1%

nettle-md5 5.467 mJ 5.467 mJ <1%

nettle-sha256 50.507 mJ 50.507 mJ <1%

newlib-exp 90.227 mJ 70.439 mJ 28%

newlib-log 58.411 mJ 52.954 mJ 10%

newlib-sqrt 11.557 mJ 10.289 mJ 12%

nsichneu 61.017 mJ 29.185 mJ 109%

Table 3.2: Evaluation of the integration of the energy model for the ARM
Cortex-M0 into static energy consumption analysis (part 1).
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Benchmark Analysis Result Model Result ∆ Note

picojpeg 6.204 J 4.885 J 27% �ow constraints

prime 209.663 mJ 209.663 mJ <1%

qrduino � 4.538 J � malloc/free

qsort 38.722 mJ 20.408 mJ 90% �ow constraints

qurt 756.215 mJ 139.890 mJ 441% �ow constraints

rijndael 8.380 J 7.042 J 19%

sglib-arraybinsearch 76.596 mJ 76.596 mJ <1%

sglib-arrayheapsort 86.857 mJ 86.857 mJ <1%

sglib-arrayquicksort 65.600 mJ 65.600 mJ <1%

sglib-dllist � 270.192 mJ � malloc/free

sglib-listinsertsort � 287.578 mJ � malloc/free

sglib-listsort � 215.994 mJ � malloc/free

sglib-queue 126.250 mJ 126.250 mJ <1%

sglib-rbtree � 509.164 mJ � malloc/free

slre 206.734 mJ 206.734 mJ <1%

sqrt 26.228 J 11.529 J 128% �ow constraints

st 4.142 J 2.945 J 41% �ow constraints

statemate 13.331 mJ 9.308 mJ 43%

stb_perlin 7.989 J 5.145 J 55%

stringsearch1 46.362 mJ 46.362 mJ <1%

strstr 5.480 mJ 5.480 mJ <1%

trio-snprintf 105.378 mJ 65.427 mJ 61% �ow constraints

trio-sscanf 139.345 mJ 71.618 mJ 95% �ow constraints

ud 21.863 mJ 21.862 mJ <1%

whetstone 22.533 J 16.687 J 35% �ow constraints

Table 3.3: Evaluation of the integration of the energy model for the ARM
Cortex-M0 into static energy consumption analysis (part 2).
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3.4 LEON3 Energy Model

This chapter describes all the research activities related to the development
of the energy model of the LEON3 CPU. The �nal outputs of this sub-
task are �ne-grain regression-based power and energy models using event
counters in a Performance Monitoring Unit (PMU), which can be used to
statically or dynamically predict the energy consumption of the processor.
The model can anticipate the single-core power consumption of the LEON3
that is implemented on the GR712RC ASIC for a target workload.

The LEON3 processor is based on the 32-bit SPARC V8 architecture
[Cob18a], and it is used in research and commercial environments that are
mainly related to the space industry. It is the state of the art radiation-
tolerant processor. It is available under the GNU GPL license, allowing free
and unlimited use for research and education. Being an open synthesizable
VHDL model, the actual implementation of the hardware is the main driver
for building an energy model of the processor. The same LEON3 with the
same features will have di�erent energy performances when it is synthesized
for di�erent hardware platforms.

There are two signi�cant novelties on the approach taken for building
the power model for the LEON3. The �rst novelty was needed to over-
come the limitation that the performance counters could not be measured
on the ASIC target platform. Thus, a synchronization mechanism between
the target platform and a complementary hardware platform (an FPGA) was
needed. The FPGA allows the measurement of the event counters thanks
to the use of a dedicated IP core (L3STAT [Cob19a]) that served as the
Performance Monitoring Unit (PMU) of the system. The other innovation
is the ability to use the obtained model to analyse statically or dynamically
the power performance of the LEON3. The PMU counters used for building
the model are statically predictable and could also be obtained at run-time
in the complementary hardware platform.

Section 3.4.1 describes related work in the area of power modelling, sec-
tion 3.4.2 explains the methods used for obtaining all the data including
the novel features previously named. Finally, in section 3.4.3, the obtained
results are presented and analysed.

3.4.1 Background

The methodology for the development of the LEON3 energy model is based
on the work done by the University of Bristol on the big.LITTLE plat-
form which can be found in Deliverable D4.3 �Report on Energy, Timing
and Security Modeling of Complex Architectures� [Tea19]. The main sim-
ilarity with the energy model developed for the big.LITTLE is that, for
the LEON3, the energy model was based on the events collection of PMU
counters and synchronized power measurement. University of Bristol has
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Figure 3.2: GR712RC Evaluation Board

extensive experience on developing energy models for embedded processors
[NYL13, KN15, GKCE17, Geo17].

Previous work on power estimations in the LEON3 processor has been
done in [CBD+]. In this paper, a power model was developed and validated
in simulation. The PMU available for the LEON3 (L3STAT) has more than
50 processor events that can be monitored [Cob19a]. In [CBD+], the number
of counters that are used to build the model is reduced to 13.

3.4.2 Methodology

Cross-platform Synchronization

Implementation The target platform for this energy model is the LEON3
core of the GR712RC evaluation board, shown in Figure 3.2. The GR712RC
is a dual-core fault-tolerant LEON3 based on the SPARC V8 architecture.
The processor is equipped with state of the art fault and radiation tolerant
technologies, making it suitable for outer space operations.

Besides a dual-core LEON3 the GR712RC has several other components,
such as SpaceWire Links, a CCSDS Encoder and Decoder and an Ethernet
MAC. Unfortunately, the speci�c ASIC version of the processor does not
include a Performance Monitoring Unit (PMU). The PMU available for the
LEON3 processors is the LEON3 Statistics Unit (L3STAT [Cob19a]), which
is a hardware component that can be instantiated and synthesized together
with the LEON3 processor on an FPGA. This PMU o�ers a con�gurable
number (up to 64) of 32-bit counters that can count events on the processor
or the AHB bus of the LEON3.

Both energy measurements and performance event metrics are needed to
train the model using the methodology from University of Bristol, therefore
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the speci�c version of the processor has been synthesized together with the
L3STAT unit on a Kintex UltraScale KU060 FPGA [Xil19] for the collec-
tion of the events counts, while power measurements are obtained from the
GR712RC Development Board.

For this modelling approach to work, it is critical to ensure that the
synthesized processor matches the behaviour of the hardware implementation
of the GR712RC that we want to model. The main features of the LEON3
on both platforms are:

• 16KiB (4x4kB) multi-way instruction cache.

• 16KiB (4x4kB) multi-way data cache.

• 80MHz frequency clock.

The choice of using the Kintex UltraScale is crucial, because it is o�cially
supported by Cobham Gaisler, the company that distributes the LEON3
VHDL. By using this FPGA, it is possible to reach 80MHz, the frequency at
which the LEON3 on the GR712RC runs by default. Other FPGA boards
have also been tested (like the Xilinx Virtex 5 [Xil15]), but performance
limitations did not allow to reach the desired clock frequency.

There are two signi�cant di�erences between the processor on the devel-
opment board and its FPGA synthesized version:

1. The LEON3 on the GR712RC has a high-performance double-precision
IEE-754 �oating-point unit, which is not open source, and not available
with the current LEON3 designs of TASE. Although commercial im-
plementations are available, for the scope of this project, the �oating-
point unit has not been ported to the Kintex UltraScale. To be able
to run the exact program compilation on both platforms, the FPU was
disabled through compilation options.

2. The timing behaviour of the two processors in terms of writing and
reading to memory is di�erent, and this does not allow the FPGA to
run at the same speed as the development board, 80MHz. Thus, it was
necessary to extend the timing for reading and writing to memory to
�ve clock cycles from the regular two clock cycles that the GR712RC
would need. Three wait states were required for the FPGA to be able
to run programs at 80MHz.

Synchronization The L3STAT allows reading the selected counters at an
approximate rate of 100Hz. The data was sent through UART to a host
computer, resulting in inconsistent sampling time. Extra work was required
to synchronise the power measurements to the PMU event samples.

One of the collected event counters is the execution time/CPU cycles
counter. This counter collects the number of clock cycles that have taken
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place between the current sample point and the previous, providing a precise
timestamp.

The power measurement unit was developed ad-hoc for this project. It
can use the previously obtained execution time counter for recording the
power traces at the same execution point where the PMU counters have been
obtained. This method of synchronization between the power measurements
and the PMU event samples achieves a time precision of µs for measurement
sampling rate of ms.

The cross-platform synchronization methodology consists of the following
steps:

• Step 1: Program the FPGA with the LEON3 + L3STAT.

• Step 2: Initialize the processor on the FPGA with 3 wait states on the
memory access with GRMON[Cob19b].

• Step 3: Setup the L3STAT for polling the 13 counters as fast as pos-
sible.

• Step 4: Load the benchmark on the FPGA.

• Step 5: Run the benchmark on the FPGA and store the event count.

• Step 6: Take the execution time counter and feed it to the processor
power measurement unit.

• Step 7: Initialize the processor on the GR712RC with 3 wait states on
the memory access with GRMON.

• Step 8: Run the benchmark on the GR712RC and store the power
measurement. All the benchmarks were modi�ed in order to trigger
the power measurement.

The complete work�ow for the data collection and synchronization is
shown on Figure 3.3.

PMU Events

The method for building an energy model used in [KN15] [NYL13] is taken
as a reference. It measures di�erent activity counters through the execution
of various benchmarks. These counters represent di�erent kinds of events
that happen at run-time. The collected data can then be used to train a
linear regression equation where the weights assigned to each counter (inde-
pendent variables) represent the in�uence of each counter on the �nal energy
consumption. With the assigned weights, predictions on energy consumption
can be obtained for new, unseen by the regression training, programs. Thus,
the power consumed at a particular time is:
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Figure 3.3: Synchronization Flowchart

P = P0 +
C∑
i=1

αiNi + δ

where P is the consumed power, P0 represents the static power consump-
tion, α is the weight of a particular i event, N the count of those events, C
the total number of events, and δ the residual of the regression. The di�er-
ent α coe�cients associated with each event are the constants of the energy
model, which should be the same for any target workload.

The methodology developed by University of Bristol also features an
automatic event selection procedure. It involves going through a pool of
available PMU events and identifying the subset which produces the most
accurate model. The L3STAT, which is the PMU used for the LEON3, has
over �fty events available to be monitored. From those, only a selection of 32
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# Counter # Counter

1 Execution Time 8 Instruction Cache Hold

2 Type 2 Instructions 9 STORE instructions

3 LOAD Instructions 10 Data Cache (Read) miss

4 Integer Instructions 11 Data Write Bu�er Hold

5 LOAD and STORE instructions 12 Data Cache Hold

6 Instruction Cache Miss 13 Call Instructions

7 Integer Branches

Table 3.4: PMU counters used for building the model

could be obtained at run-time. Taking as starting point the work by [CBD+],
13 counters shown in Table (3.4), were selected for event exploration.

Static and Dynamic Predictions The selection of these counters is cru-
cial for the usage of the model because they can be statically analysed. Al-
though all events can always be determined dynamically through execution
traces or collected at runtime, with the preselected pool of events, a static
bound analysis can be used to predict the events without running the code.
This kind of analysis provides approximations to upper bounds to support
worst-case energy consumption analysis.

Building the Model The �nal model has been built with the tools pro-
vided by University of Bristol described in Nikov et al. [KN15]. These tools
allow building models with a di�erent number of counters to �nd the best �t.
An exhaustive search with every possible combination of the selected coun-
ters has been performed to obtain the optimal one. The script for building
the model uses a subset of benchmarks for training the model and a di�erent
subset for testing it. An additional feature of the methodology was devel-
oped and implemented speci�cally for this deliverable - in order to improve
the robustness of the event selection process the automatic search performs
n-fold cross validation on the training set when analysing a new event to
include in the list. This means that for each event that is tested the scipt
takes one benchmark out from the list, builds the model on the remaining
benchmarks and validates on the unused benchmark. This is repeated for
the same event across all folds of the training suite. The average error of all
those models using the tested event is then used as the event performance
metric to optimise. The search script tries to add in events to the model
with the lowest average n-folds error until all events are explored. The �nal
models use the identi�ed event list using the automated search, however the
coe�cients are obtained by training on the full set of samples from the train-
ing suite. This procedure ensures that the automatically selected events are
unbiased towards the test set and can capture the train set properties under
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all con�gurations. An example of the automatic event search algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 1.

Benchmark Selection

Many benchmarks suites were candidates for the model's training and eval-
uation. The main driver for selecting benchmarks was the absence of OS
support on the GR712RC board, therefore the workloads needed to be able
to run without �lesystem support while still having enough execution time.
Several thousands of data points are needed for each benchmark to train
a reliable energy model. Ninety-three benchmarks were selected with their
execution time ranging from 0.02s to more than 100s. The benchmarks that
lasted less than 1s were later excluded from the modelling procedure because
they produced very few data points. The �nal set of benchmarks, shown in
Table 3.5, produced over 200 thousand data points and it consists of a subset
of the BEEBS benchmark suite [PHB13] with 51 benchmarks.

3.4.3 Model Results and Evaluation

The custom power modelling methodology is used to train and test an up-
dated power as well as a dedicated energy model using results from the
dual-platform setup. The average energy for each data sample is calculated
using the formula:

Esample = Psample ×
EXEC_TIMEsample

CPUfrequency
(3.1)

The methodology identi�es the same two optimal events when using ei-
ther power or energy as model regressand during the event selection proce-
dure. The 51-fold cross validation on the BEEBS training set identi�es mem-
ory STORE and EXEC_TIME (CPU cycles) to be the highest-performing
events and they are used in the �nal models. The �nal models are retrained
on the entire BEEBS benchmark suite and are afterwards validated on the
use_case_core program across three consecutive runs. The use_case_core
program is a single-core version of the vision algorithm use-case provided by
TAS-E. More information about the di�erent use-cases is available in De-
liverable D5.3 �Report on Test Bench Demonstrators and Test Procedures�
of TeamPlay. Figure 3.4 and Table 3.6 show the �nal model coe�cients
and performance. Both the power and energy models achieve 3.3% to 3.4%
average prediction error compared to physical measurements. The energy
model can be obtained from the power model by using Equation 3.1 with
CPUfrequency set to 80MHz. A limitation of the model is the inability to
completely capture cache behaviour as shown in particular on Figure 3.4a.
The physical measurements during use_case_core execution show an evi-
dent slope at the beginning of each of the three runs, caused by loading and
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Algorithm 1: Bottom-Up Automatic Event Selection

Input: DataFile // Training data samples

Input: BenchList // List of training benchmarks

Input: EvPool // Events search pool

Input: EvNum // Desired number of events

Output: EvList // Final list of events

1 begin
2 EvList← NULL; // Initiate list

3 while EvNum >0 do // Search until EvNum reached

4 EvAdd← NULL; // Helper variable

5 foreach Ev in EvPool do // Try each event

6 TempList← EvList+ Ev; // Add event to list

7 foreach Bench in BenchList do
8 TempErr ← NULL; // Helper variable

9 NFSplit← SPLIT(Bench,BenchList);
10 Err ← MODEL(DataFile,NFSplit,TempList);

// Compute model and get error on split

11 TempErr ← TempErr + Err;

12 end
13 AvgTempErr ← TempErr ÷ SIZE(BenchList);

// Average error across all n folds

14 if MinError = NULL then // First event

15 EvAdd← Ev;
16 MinError ← AvgTempErr;

17 else
18 if AvgTempErr <MinError then // Improves

19 EvAdd← Ev;
20 MinError ← TempErr;

21 end

22 end

23 end
24 if EvAdd 6= NULL then // Check if improving event

25 EvList← EvList+ EvAdd;
// Add improving event to list

26 EvPool← EvPool − EvAdd;
// Remove improving event from pool

27 EvNum← EvNum− 1;// Reduce EvNum

28 else
29 RETURN EvList;// No improving event found

30 end

31 end
32 RETURN EvList;// Return EvNum size list

33 end
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Figure 3.4: Model run-time performance on the LEON3 platform

using the CPU cache, however the model does not show such behaviour. This
is a limitation casued by the small number of available PMU events to use
for model generation - some relevant hardware events might be impossible
to capture.
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3.5 Integration into the TeamPlay Toolchain

For the early stages of TeamPlay where no fully worked out measurement
setups, energy models and tools were available, all partners involved in en-
ergy modelling agreed on a common approach to integrate arbitrary energy
models and measurement data into the foreseen TeamPlay tool infrastruc-
ture. This approach was designed to allow a �exible way to model di�erent
target platforms as easy as possible, based on structured XML data whose
format was already previously described in Section 3.5 of Deliverable D4.1
[Tea18b].

Furthermore, TUHH developed a prototypical measurement setup based
on a common micro-controller in order to collect realistic instruction-level
energy data and in order to support the early development of the energy
analysis framework within the WCET-aware C Compiler (WCC). This mea-
surement setup is described in more detail in Section 3.6 of Deliverable D4.1
[Tea18b].

The newly obtained energy model for the ARM Cortex-M0 (Section 3.3)
as well as the energy model for the LEON3 (Section 3.4) will be integrated
into updated prototypes of EnergyAnalyser for ARM Cortex-M0 and Ener-
gyAnalyser for LEON3. As these tools are integrated into WCC, the new
models will be available for all TeamPlay partners both in the compiler
toolchain as well as in standalone tools.
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Benchmarks Exec time (s) Benchmarks Exec time (s)

aha-compress 3,20 picojpeg 179,70

aha-mont64 2,66 prime 2,11

bubblesort 1,39 qurt 2,75

ctl-stack 2,12 sglib-heap-arraybinsearch 2,08

ctl-string 1,98 sglib-heap-arrayheapsort 4,31

ctl-vector 1,58 sglib-heap-arrayquicksort 4,31

dhrystone 19,29 sglib-heap-arraysort 4,30

dtoa 1,61 sglib-heap-dllist 4,55

edn 14,47 sglib-heap-hashtable 3,11

fasta 8,83 sglib-heap-listinsertsort 5,41

�r 49,16 sglib-heap-listsort 3,64

frac 21,03 sglib-heap-queue 4,66

hu�bench 56,68 sglib-heap-rbtree 11,89

levenshtein 9,89 sglib-quick-arraybinsearch 2,08

ludcmp 3,80 sglib-quick-arrayheapsort 2,09

matmult-�oat 1,00 sglib-quick-arrayquicksort 2,09

miniz 138,82 sglib-quick-arraysort 2,09

minver 1,62 sglib-quick-dllist 4,55

nbody 1,61 sglib-quick-hashtable 3,09

ndes 7,97 sglib-quick-listinsertsort 5,41

nettle-aes 7,28 sglib-quick-listsort 3,64

nettle-arcfour 4,11 sglib-quick-queue 4,67

nettle-sha256 0,97 sglib-quick-rbtree 11,89

newlib-exp 1,52 slre 5,55

newlib-log 1,14 stanford 1,91

whetstone 115,77

Table 3.5: List of selected 51 BEEBS benchmarks used for event selection
and model training

Type Events and Coe�cients Error[%]

Power[W]
2.87838+
6.54815e-06× STORE+
-3.14509e-07× TIME

3.38087

Energy[J]
-0.000623918+
3.3961e-08× TIME+
5.98099e-08× STORE

3.33499

Table 3.6: Power and Energy Model details and average performance on the
LEON3 platform
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3.6 Recent energy modelling achievements for non-

predictable architectures

3.6.1 Introduction

Although this deliverable's focus is the resource-usage modelling of pre-
dictable architectures, we take the opportunity to report also on new signi�-
cant developments on the energy modelling of non-predictable architectures.
Ongoing modelling activities at the UBRIS led to the development of a new
GPU energy model, in addition to the ones developed by USTAN and SDU,
which are reported in deliverable D4.3 �Report on Energy, Timing and Se-
curity Modeling of Complex Architectures�, Chapters 3 and 4, respectively.

3.6.2 Nvidia Tegra TX1 SoC Energy Model

This section investigates the application of the CPU-based power modelling
methodology presented in D4.3 that performs an automatic search of ex-
planatory events derived from performance counters to embedded GPUs.
A 64-bit Tegra TX1 SoC is con�gured with DVFS enabled and multiple
CUDA benchmarks are used to train and test models optimized for each
frequency and voltage point. These optimized models are then compared
with a simpler uni�ed model that uses a single set of model coe�cients for
all frequency and voltage points of interest. To obtain this uni�ed model, a
number of experiments are conducted to extract information on idle, clock
and static power to derive power usage from a single reference equation.
The results show that the uni�ed model o�ers competitive accuracy with an
average 5% error with four explanatory variables on the test data set and
it is capable to correctly predict the impact of voltage, frequency and tem-
perature on power consumption. This model could be used to replace direct
power measurements in GPU-based SoCs when these are not available due
to hardware limitations or worst-case analysis in emulation platforms. The
relevant publication is available in Appendix A.

3.7 Summary

This chapter describes the �nal energy models for the Arm Cortex-M0 and
the LEON3 processors. Both of the �nal models are now counter-based; they
are based on hardware events (counters) that a�ect the energy consumption
of the processor while executing a program. Both of the models have been
demonstrated to provide useful energy consumption estimations; within an
average error of less than 3% compared to physical energy mesurements.
The Cortex-M0 was also integrated into the TeamPlay's energy-analyser and
evaluated for its ability to bound the energy consumption using the BEEB's
benchmark suite. The evaluation demonstrated that the Cortex-M0 energy
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modelling and analysis can provide useful energy consumption bounds es-
timations; estimations that have an acceptable deviation from the actual
energy-consumption bounds.

The integration of the LEON3 energy model into the TeamPlay's energy
analyser and its suitability evaluation for energy consumption bound analysis
is currently an ongoing process to be concluded within the deliverable D4.5
�Report on Energy Usage Analysis and on Prototype�.

Finally, we also take the opportunity to report a novel GPU energy model
created by UBRIS for the Nvidia Tegra TX1 SoC.
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Chapter 4

Security Modeling in TeamPlay

This chapter summarizes the work done by SIC and INRIA on security mod-
eling that is related to side-channel analysis.

Two main classes of leakages may occur while executing software: hori-
zontal leakage (owing to control-�ow irregularities) and vertical leakage (ow-
ing to data dependencies). The taxonomy used in this chapter is aligned with
that is internationally standardized in ISO/IEC 20085-1 (whose editorship
is led by SIC).

Secure-IC �rst presents a framework for both horizontal and vertical
security metrics and explains how to interpret multiple metrics obtained from
various leakages. Another contribution of Secure-IC is to show how security
metric(s) can be used as a �gure of merit to compare with the e�ciency
of countermeasures, in terms of performance metrics (energy, power, area,
etc.).

INRIA then introduces its security toolchain and taint analysis being
implemented in WCC (see D3.3), the compiler of the TeamPlay toolchain,
in order to identify the sensitive values used during the computation. Side-
channels are modeled as a set of measurements, depending on sensitive and
safe values. INRIA explores the indistinguishability approach: the informa-
tion leakage is modeled by how much the attacker is able to distinguish
sensitive values from the measurements. We �rst discuss the issues with the
metric initially proposed in D4.3, then we propose novel distinguishability
metrics based on distance functions in the space of sensitive values. Finally,
these new metrics are demonstrated by using a short example.

4.1 SIC Security Modeling

4.1.1 Search for a Better Evaluator

At Secure-IC, as an industrial actor, research works were focused on applied
models as much as possible connected to certi�cation a standard such as
FIPS and the Common Criteria (CC).
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Figure 4.1: Software security modeling nodes and layers

Advanced side-channels technics are today very e�cient, especially when
signal-to-noise ratio is high, for instance on software platforms based devices.

In this context, there is actually an asymmetry between the attacker
and the defender. For the attacker, to have one job done, it is su�cient
to build only one successful attack, (that is to say one distinguisher which
combines samples) to recover the key. On the contrary, on the defender side,
to complete one's mission there is a large number of possible combinations to
test. Therefore, the metric must be broad enough to capture the risk of the
particular attack, while not raising false alarms and being generic enough.

The same concern applies when the traces are desynchronized, making
automatic application of metrics pointless. Actually, the evaluator shall
start by resynchronizing the traces, but this is in contradiction with the fact
security metrics should apply without starting the attack.

A fair comparison between attack metrics is another important point to
have in mind.

One typical example is the relative robustness required for side-channel
and fault injection attacks. On one hand, side-channel attacks are charac-
terized by the number of traces to break the implementation, which itself
relates to the masking order. On the other hand, fault injection attacks
can be characterized by the number of faults, possibly correlated faults, i.e.,
happening at speci�c moments in time. And moreover, the two metrics need
to be �ne-tuned in some countermeasures.

As of today, some countermeasures do not provide �exibility. For in-
stance, ODSM (Orthogonal Direct Sum Masking [BCC+14]) requires that
the two metrics are the same. In our opinion, more �exibility will be wel-
comed, to �x those two metrics independently.
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Figure 4.2: Naive code

4.1.2 Tools Development and Experiments

Secure-IC has performed for the Teamplay project some speci�c investiga-
tion on modeling sensitive data leakage thought side channel, such as power
consumption or electromagnetic �eld, and more especially everything regard-
ing cryptographic key. Security modeling and analysis can be performed at
an early stage for veri�cation purposes and this without the need of any ex-
tra measurement equipment to perform real Fault injection or Side-Channel
modeling analysis on real devices. In fact, the security modeling on soft-
ware implementation can be conducted through di�erent analysis modules
according to the general environment of the CPU including cache memories,
OS and applicative layers (�g. 4.1).

The analysis modules for software security modeling are several. Basi-
cally, we can classify them into static and dynamic analysis as follows:

Static modeling and checking This veri�cation modeling is very impor-
tant as it allows building a tree model for the target code and then
this allows tracking sensitive variables. This way, the analysis knows
when and where the sensitive variable would be used by the code when
it will be executed. This is very useful to study the robustness of the
code against timing attacks for instance. In the context of Teamplay
project, we have built a Use Case that we integrated into our software
analysis tool, called CATALYZR. The idea behind was to start from a
naive software AES C code implementation with unbalanced Xtime()
operation (hold by MixColumn function) as in �g. 4.2.

The static analysis is then run on this naive code. The obtained result,
after having properly modeled the code, shows that there is a leakage
in Xtime() operation. The �gure �g. 4.3, show some snapshots of the
CATALYZR in action.

Then, it is easy to see the e�ect of such security modeling by just
balancing the Xtime() operation as in �g. 4.4.

This way, after security correction, the tools does not �nd any leakage
related to that operation. The code is now secure.

This analysis and results on post-quantum cryptography algorithms
performed by Secure-IC are publish in [FGL+18, CFG+19] and are
also presented in Teamplay report D4.3 (Report on Energy, Timing
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and Security Modeling of Complex Architectures), chapter 6, section
6.4.1 Horizontal and cache-timing leakage analysis.

Dynamic Side-channel modeling This subset of techniques aims at per-
forming dynamic security modeling, in real time, while the program
(eg cryptographic algorithm) is being executed. The leading idea is to
interact with the CPU during the execution of the code and spy its
activity (registers, cache usage, etc). Then, a leakage trace is built,
much like a real side-channel analysis on real target using power or
EM measurement.

Now it possible to apply basic correlation and mutual information anal-
ysis to evaluate the correlation degree between the real observation
(CPU trace activity which is equal to the combination of registers con-
tent) and the theoretical model built based on the knowledge of the
algorithm.

For this purpose, we put forward a complete Use Case based on the
analysis of public AES c code made available by CHES 2016 confer-
ence1.

The name of the published code was Stagegate. In the following Use
Case (automatically generated report by our CATALYZR tool), we
show that through an early security modeling, the contribution is two
folds:

Security modeling for leakage detection After having spied prop-

1http://ctf.newae.com/�ags/

Figure 4.3: Catalyzr snapshot
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Figure 4.4: Balancing the Xtime() operation

erly the activity of the CPU registers we build a leakage trace that
we map directly with line of code that is leaking. As a matter of
fact, the line of code here is AES.c 94 which is related to subbyte
operation.

Leakage exploitation Here we use a metric to maximize the correla-
tion between the theoretical model built thanks to our knowledge
of the algorithm (AES) and the built leakage trace (the observa-
tion).

4.1.3 Uniform metrics for security

It might happen that some security objectives are rated two di�erent metrics.
The nature question is therefore the decision regarding the better suitability
of each metric. Such decision can be an educated analysis of the security
problem, meaning that the determination of the metric relevance corresponds
to its easiness to interpret. Sometimes, it is possible to reduce heterogeneous
metrics. For instance, such exercise is carried out successfully in a previous
work where Secure-IC and IRISA collaborated [RBG+19] before the Team-
Play project, regarding test-metric versus evaluation-metric.

When several security objectives of di�erent kinds shall be met concomi-
tantly, it is important to be able to compare the associated metrics. Indeed, if
it is easier for an attacker to defeat one objective compared to the other one,
the attacker will place most of his e�ort on breaking the weakest protection.
Comparison of metrics is the subject of several works, but clearly requires
expertise. Therefore, we suggest to resort to a consensual and systematic
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Range of value TOE resistant to attackers with attack potential of:

0-10 No rating

16-20 Basic

21-24 Enhanced-Basic

25-30 Moderate

31 and above High

Table 4.1: Attack grades depending on the mark obtained in CC (version 2)
methodology

approach, namely the Common Criteria (CC [Con13]). The CC evaluation
methodology consider several attack factors, combined into a single attack
quotation. We illustrate factors on CC version 2. This methodology de�nes
various attack grades based on a mark which depends on those factors:

• The duration to success the attack

• The expertise to success the attack

• The knowledge of the system and the number of samples to success the
attack

• The quantity of equipment to success the attack

The total score for the TOE (Target Of Evaluation in the Commun Cri-
teria wording) is computed and interpreted as in Tab. 4.1.

Conceptually, an attack is divided in two distinct phases:

1. The Identi�cation which consists in the attack preparation

2. The Exploitation which consists in ensuring the attack and obtained
the result

For these two phases, a mark (or equivalently, a quotation) is associated for
each category de�ned upper using Table 4.2, the marks of all categories are
summed to obtain the �nal mark used to evaluate the resilience of the target.

4.1.4 Exploring tradeo� thanks to metrics

Now that we have shown how to manage security metrics, we explain how
to leverage them in security vs other non-functional properties space explo-
ration. In general, those other properties are expressed in terms of PPA
(Power-Performance-Area).

Let us provide an example how derive valuable inputs for the reasoned
dimensioning of a countermeasure: masking schemes against side-channel
attacks can be characterized by the required entropy, say the number of
random masks per mask of sensitive variable. The tradeo� is thus expressed
in the following terms:
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Table 4.2: Mark (or quotation) per category in Common Criteria V2 method-
ology
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• The PPA (time to compute, or power needed to compute) grows lin-
early with the number of added masks;

• whereas the security increases exponentially with the number of masks
[WW04].

Another example is the shu�ing countermeasure. When n elements are
randomly shu�ed (say n = 256 when shu�ing the AES SubBytes substitu-
tion box):

• the penalty in terms of timing is proportional to n (as accesses now
su�er a new level of indirection),

• whilst the security is also increased by a factor of n [CCD00].

Those rationales provide simple intuitions with respect to the cost over-
head incurred by security countermeasures (see also more examples in the
ISO/IEC 20085-1 standard, edited by Secure-IC [ISO19]). Obviously, de-
tailed analysis is required, as for instance, in the two examples provided
above, the cost of the random masks generation is not considered.

4.1.5 Toolchain and Use Cases

SIC framework consists in dependency propagation to propagate CSL con-
straints into the code, so as to detect vulnerabilities in the code.

SIC implements timing analysis as a measure of cache attacks in a use-
case where the platform enables high performance counters.

4.2 INRIA Security Modeling

In this section we present the work done by INRIA regarding security model-
ing. In Subsections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, we present the tools, �les and notations
used to describe the envisioned security models. In Subsection 4.2.3 p.65
we discuss the previous security model detailed in the previous deliverable
D4.3 �Report on Energy, Timing and Security Modeling of Complex Archi-
tectures�. Finally, in Subsections 4.2.4 and 4.2.5 we describe security models
solving the previous issues, including those being currently implemented in
the INRIA toolchain.

4.2.1 INRIA Toolchain

Description of the INRIA Toolchain

The INRIA security toolchain is illustrated in Figure 4.5 p.60:
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Figure 4.5: INRIA Security Toolchain

• We assume that, by using the Contract Speci�cation Language (CSL),
the developer was able to annotate the relevant variables as secret
variables, and that this information is transferred to WCC by using
the Resource-usage Estimate Expression Language (REEL), as men-
tioned in in deliverable D3.2 �First Report on Multi-Criterial Compiler
Optimizations� and speci�ed in deliverable D1.2 �Report on Initial Im-
plementation of Proof Library, including Initial Contract Speci�cation
Language Implementation�. The other variables are considered by de-
fault as public variables.

• INRIA is implementing in WCC a taint analysis (see the following Sub-
subsection) in order to determine the tainted variables from the known
secret variables. The other variables are considered to be untainted.

• The SecurityOptimiser will apply compiler-based optimizations in or-
der to mitigate the software vulnerabilities, including side-channel coun-
termeasure to sensitive code-blocks. In particular, the time-padding
optimization was presented in deliverable D3.2 �First Report on Multi-
Criterial Compiler Optimizations�.

• The SecurityAnalyser consists of two parts:
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1. The DataCollector will analyze a piece of software in order to pro-
duce a Security Exchange (SE) �le containing data about (tainted
and untainted) variables, and non-functional properties like ex-
ecution time, energy consumed or power pro�le associated with
di�erent values of the inputs. An exemple is provided in Table 4.3
p.74.

2. The SecurityQuanti�er will use the data of the Security Exchange
(SE) �le in order to compute the desired security metrics2 (see
Subsection 4.2.5 p.70), that will feed the Non-Functional Prop-
erties (NFP) �le associated to the code block. The previous se-
curity model designed by INRIA was detailed in deliverable D4.3
�Report on Energy, Timing and Security Modeling of Complex
Architectures�, and will be discussed in Subsection 4.2.3 p.65.

Taint Analysis

The tainting policy has been sketched in the deliverable D4.3 �Report on
Energy, Timing and Security Modeling of Complex Architectures�, and is
currently being implemented as described in deliverable D3.3 �Report on
the Feasibility of Optimization Approaches�.

Let C be the studied source code, x be a public variable, and k be a
secret variable. Before describing formally the taint analysis, we introduce
it by using two examples:

1. If C contains an assignment x := k + 1 is executed, then revealing x
would leak information about the secret k.

2. In the algorithm 2 p.62, the execution time or the power consumption
will di�er signi�cantly whether x ≤ k or not due to the conditional
branching, which can be detected by the attacker. Thus, revealing x
would leak information about the secret k.

In both cases, we say that the public variable x has been tainted by the
secret k. A taint policy is de�ned recursively, because x itself may taint other
public variables in the following of the code.

To de�ne the taint policy used in the INRIA security toolchain, we for-
malize programs in an imperative framework3: a command c can be an
assignment, a conditional branching or a loop4, and a code can be empty or
a sequence of commands. Both are de�ned by induction:

2In this section, by metric we mean a quanti�cation of the studied property. A metric
is formalized and justi�ed by using a model, and a metric can be computed for a particular
object by using measurements about that object.

3Inspired by [Mar19], this imperative framework being algorithmically complete.
4Which can be a for loop or a while loop, the analysis being similar.
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Algorithm 2: Taint by Branching

Data: public integers x and y, secret integer k
1 if x ≤ k then
2 for i← 1 to x1000 do
3 y ← y2;
4 end

5 else
6 for i← 1 to x do
7 y ← y2;
8 end

9 end

De�nition 4.2.1 (Imperative Programs).

c
def

=x := θ

| if F then {C1} else {C2}
| while F {C1}

C
def

=end

| c;C

Let Var (θ) be the variables in the term/formula/code θ, and SecVar be
the set of secret variables de�ned by the developer. The tainted variables are
de�ned syntactically, thus they depend only on the given code and not on
the values of the inputs. We de�ne Taint (C), the set of the tainted variables
(including the secret variables), by induction on the code C:

De�nition 4.2.2 (Tainted Variables).

Taint (end)
def
= SecVar

Taint (x := θ;C1)
def
=


{x} ∪ Taint (C1)

if Var (θ) ∩ Taint (C1) 6= ∅
Taint (C1)

otherwise

Taint (if F then {C1} else {C2} ;C3)
def
=



Var (F ) ∪
⋃

1≤i≤3

Taint (Ci)

if Var (F ) ∩
⋃

1≤i≤3

Taint (Ci) 6= ∅⋃
1≤i≤3

Taint (Ci)

otherwise

Taint (while F {C1};C2)
def
=



Var (F ) ∪
⋃

1≤i≤2

Taint (Ci)

if Var (F ) ∩
⋃

1≤i≤2

Taint (Ci) 6= ∅⋃
1≤i≤2

Taint (Ci)

otherwise
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Thus, Var (C) \ Taint (C) will be the set of untainted variables used to
compute the following security levels.

4.2.2 Notations

Sensitive and Safe Value/Tuple

As mentioned in Subsection 4.2.1 p.59, we assume that:

• the variables of the studied assignment have been split by the devel-
opper between secret and public variables,

• and then that the taint analysis from the previous Subsubsection al-
lowed us to deduce the distinction between tainted and untainted vari-
ables.

Lets assume that the variables have been split between m tainted vari-
ables and n untainted variables.

Ki denotes the set of the values for the i-th tainted variable, and K =∏
1≤i≤mKi the set of the possible tuple of values for the m tainted variables.

ki ∈ Ki will be called a sensitive value, and k ∈ K a sensitive tuple. Let pk
be the (discrete) probability associated with a sensitive tuple.

Xj denotes the set of the values for the j-th untainted variable, and
X =

∏
1≤j≤nXj the set of the possible tuple of values for the n untainted

variables. xj ∈ Xj will be called a safe value, and x ∈ X a safe tuple. Let
px be the (discrete) probability associated with a safe tuple.

Side-channels

A side-channel is a way of transmitting informations (purposely or not)
to another system out of the standard (intended) communication channels.
Side-channel attacks rely on the relationship between information leaked
through a side-channel and the secret data to obtain con�dential (non-public)
information.

A =
(
akx
)
k∈K,x∈X denotes a side-channel, where akx is the measurement

obtained by the attacker for the sensitive tuple k and the safe tuple x. For
instance:

• T =
(
tkx
)
k∈K,x∈X where tkx is the (average) execution time of the studied

code for the given inputs k, x.

• E =
(
ekx
)
k∈K,x∈X where ekx is the (average) energy consumption of the

studied code for the given inputs k, x.

• W =
(
wkx,t

)
k∈K,x∈X,t∈T where

(
wkx
)
t∈T is the power pro�le of the stud-

ied code for the given inputs k, x, and the timestamps t ∈ T are con-
sidered to be untainted values.
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For a set of measurements A =
(
akx
)
k∈K,x∈X , we also note A

k =
(
akx
)
x∈X

the signal (set of measurements) obtained for a given sensitive tuple k, and
Ax =

(
akx
)
k∈K the signal (set of measurements) obtained for a given safe

tuple x.

Mean, Deviation and Correlation Coe�cient

We recall here standard notations for probability:

• the mean (or expected value) of the signals Ak and Ax:

µAk
def

=
∑
x∈X

pxa
k
x

µAx

def

=
∑
k∈K

pka
k
x

• the (standard) deviation of the signals Ak and Ax:

σAk
def

=

√∑
x∈X

px(akx − µAk)2

σAx

def

=

√∑
k∈K

pk(akx − µAx)2

• and the (Pearson's linear) correlation coe�cient between two signals
Ak1 and Ak2 :

ρAk1 ,Ak2

def

=

∑
x∈X

px
(
ak1x − µAk1

) (
ak2x − µAk2

)
σAk1σAk2

Notice that −1 ≤ ρAk1 ,Ak2 ≤ 1, where:

• ρAk1 ,Ak2 = −1 corresponds to a perfect negative linear correlation, for

instance Ak2 = −αAk1 + β, where α > 0.

• ρAk1 ,Ak2 = 0 indicates that Ak1 and Ak2 are not linearly correlated, for

instance (Ak1)2 + (Ak2)2 = r2.

• ρAk1 ,Ak2 = 1 corresponds to a perfect positive linear correlation, for

instance Ak2 = αAk1 + β, where α > 0.

Figure 4.6 illustrates di�erent values of ρAk1 ,Ak2 for di�erent distributions,

with Ak1 as abscissa and Ak2 as ordinate.
Notice also that because the signals have been centered by subtracting

the mean and standardized by dividing by the deviation, we have that the
correlation coe�cient is invariant by independent linear transformations, i.e.
for every α, γ > 0 and β, δ:

ρY,Z = ραY+β,γZ+δ
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Figure 4.6: Values of ρAk1 ,Ak2 for the points
(
ak1x , a

k2
x

)
x∈X

4.2.3 Discussion of the Previous Model

In the deliverable D4.3 �Report on Energy, Timing and Security Modeling
of Complex Architectures� we introduced the notion of indistinguishability
between sensitive tuples: if the signals Ak1 and Ak2 are su�ciently similar
then the attacker will not be able to discriminate the sensitive tuple k1 from
the sensitive tuple k2 by using the measurements.

The Worst Absolute Correlation Coe�cient

In the previous deliverable, this notion of similarity was explored by using
the correlation coe�cient between both signals, which is common practice
for various security models and metrics.

For instance, in [BCO04] the Correlation Power Analysis (CPA) is done
by computing a correlation coe�cient from a power model (like the Hamming
distance) for a key-hypothesis, and a set of measured side-channel traces.
Another example is the Side-channel Vulnerability Factor (SVF) [DMWS12]
for cache attacks, which is the correlation coe�cient between ground-truth
patterns and attacker observed patterns.

Thus, the Worst-Case �A" Absolute Correlation Coe�cient, where A
stands for any relevant side-channel (execution time T , consumed energy E
or power pro�le W ), has been de�ned as:

WC(A)ACC
def

= min
k1,k2∈K

∣∣∣ρAk1 ,Ak2

∣∣∣
The absolute value causes this metric to not discriminate between positive
and negative correlation: it returns the value of the coe�cient for the most
uncorrelated pair, ie such that the coe�cient is the closest possible to 0.
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Figure 4.7: Negative Correlation

Issues with this Security Metric

If the signals Ak1 and Ak2 are su�ciently similar then indeed they are su�-
ciently (positively) correlated, but that does not imply that (linear) correla-
tion is the best way to assess similarity:

1. The absolute value should be removed, because if there is a negative
correlation (and the signals are not constant), then there exists some
points of interest x such that

∣∣ak1x − ak2x ∣∣ is huge and so k1 and k2 can
be distinguished very easily. For instance, see Figure 4.7 p.66 with
x = 3. In other words, in terms of information leakage, a negative
linear correlation may be worse than no correlation at all.

2. Because the signals have been centered by subtracting the mean, two
signals Ak1 and Ak2 = Ak1 + µ can have di�erent means but still have
a perfect positive linear correlation. See for instance the left part of
Figure 4.8 p.67 where µAk1 = 10 and µAk2 = 20 and thus can be easily
distinguished by using few measurements.

3. Because the signals have been standardized by dividing by them by
their standard deviation, two signals Ak1 and Ak2 = αAk1 with α > 0
can have di�erent deviations but still have a perfect positive linear cor-
relation. For instance, see the right part of Figure 4.8 p.67, where the
signals can be distinguished by using the dispersion of their measure-
ments.

To solve these issues, we propose in the remaining subsections better metrics
regarding security aspects.
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Figure 4.8: Perfect Correlation but Di�erent Means or Deviations

4.2.4 Speci�c Security Metrics

As described in the last subsection, a statistical analysis of measurements
may allow the attacker to distinguish two signals Ak1 and Ak2 , and thus, to
obtain information on the sensitive tuples.

As before, �A� stands for any relevant side-channel (execution time T ,
consumed energy E, or power pro�le W ).

Di�erence of Means

The di�erence of means between two signals Ak1 and Ak2 can be exploited,
thus leading to the Worst-Case �A� Mean Di�erence metric:

WC(A)MD
def

= max
k1,k2∈K

|µAk1 − µAk2 |

This metric has the same unit as the measurement, and thus, it can be
normalized by dividing it (for instance) by the highest value. This will
obtained the Normalized Worst-Case �A" Mean Di�erence metric:

NWC(A)MD
def

=
WC(A)MD

maxk∈K |µAk |

Deviation Ratio and Secret Variance

Di�erent dispersion of measurements for two signals Ak1 and Ak2 can also
be exploited, thus leading to the Worst-Case �A" Deviation Ratio metric:

WC(A)DR
def

= max
k1,k2∈K

σAk1

σAk2

Moreover, the (secret) variance σ2
Ak of the signal Ak can also be used for al-

ready existing security metrics like the Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) [MOP08],
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thus leading to the Worst-Case �A" SNR:

WC(A)SNR
def

=
maxk∈K σ

2
Ak

σ2noise

where the observed leakage is leakage = signal + noise, and σnoise is the
deviation of the noise for the considered set-up, depending on the signal
that is actually measured, the considered architecture, etc.

Correlation Coe�cient

As detailed in the previous subsection, a negative (linear) correlation between
two signals Ak1 and Ak2 can be worse than no (linear) correlation, thus
leading to the Worst-Case �A" Correlation Coe�cient metric:

WC(A)CC
def

= min
k1,k2∈K

ρAk1 ,Ak2

4.2.5 Indistinguishability as a Distance

Even if the metrics proposed in the previous subsection can be applied to a
wide range of measurements (execution time, consumed energy, power pro�le,
etc.), they focus on one aspect (mean, deviation, correlation coe�cient) of
the statistical data.

In this subsection we propose to model the indistinguishability between
two signals Ak1 and Ak2 by using the notion of distance function5, in order
to obtain a security metric encompassing di�erent (ideally all) aspects of the
statistical data based on the measurements.

Distances in Vector Spaces

In the following, we will consider only the possible safe tuples x, i.e. such
that px > 0. For two signals Ak1 and Ak2 the following quadratic form:〈

Ak1
∣∣∣Ak2〉 def

=
∑
x∈X

(ak1x )(ak2x )

is a symmetric and positive de�nite bilinear form; i.e. a scalar product, that
induces the following norm:∥∥∥Ak∥∥∥

2

def

=
√
〈Ak|Ak〉

=

√∑
x∈X

(akx)2

5Sometimes called mathematical metric, but we want to avoid confusion with the se-
curity metrics and the actual measurements.
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More generally, for every q ≥ 1, we can use any (weighted or not by the
discrete probabilities6) Lq space norm, including the Euclidean norm for
q = 2:

∥∥∥Ak∥∥∥
q

def

= q

√∑
x∈X
|akx|

q

∥∥∥Ak∥∥∥
q-weight

def

= q

√∑
x∈X

(px)q |akx|
q

Notice that these norms are equivalent, i.e. for every q1, q2 ≥ 1 there
exist c1, c2 such that c1

∥∥Ak∥∥
q1
≤
∥∥Ak∥∥

q2
≤ c2

∥∥Ak∥∥
q1
. The power for the

probability is necessary so that if the probability is uniform, i.e. for every
x ∈ X, px = 1

card(X) , then:

∥∥∥Ak∥∥∥
q-weight

=
1

card (X)
q

√∑
x∈X
|akx|

q

=

∥∥Ak∥∥
q

card (X)

is equivalent to the non-weighted version, with a coe�cient that does not
depend on q. In other words, the weight is homogeneous.

Notice also that if q →∞, we obtain the supremum norm:∥∥∥Ak∥∥∥
∞

def

= max
x∈X

∣∣∣akx∣∣∣∥∥∥Ak∥∥∥
∞-weight

def

= max
x∈X

px

∣∣∣akx∣∣∣
Every norm ‖.‖ induces a corresponding distance d (., .):

d
(
Ak1 , Ak2

)
def

=
∥∥∥Ak1 −Ak2∥∥∥

Thus, for 1 ≤ q < ∞, we obtain the (weighted or not) Lq space distances
d
(
Ak1 , Ak2

)
q
, including the Euclidean distance for q = 2, and for q =∞ we

obtain the (weighted or not) Chebyshev distance d
(
Ak1 , Ak2

)
∞, also called

the total variation distance (or the statistical distance) if Ak1 and Ak2 are
seen as probability distributions.

6If there exists some safe tuple x ∈ X such that px = 0 then the weighted variant of
the quadratic form is only semi-de�nite. In that case the inputs are a degenerate inner
product space, so ‖.‖ is only a semi-norm, and d (., .) is only a pseudometric.
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Worst- and Average-Case Distinguishability Metrics

As before, �A� stands for any relevant side-channel (execution time T , con-
sumed energy E or power pro�le W ). The weighted Euclidean distance:

d
(
Ak1 , Ak2

)
2-weight

=

√∑
x∈X

(px)2
∣∣∣ak1x − ak2x ∣∣∣2

quanti�es an average of the gaps between the points of both signals Ak1 and
Ak2 , weighted by the probability of the safe tuples. It can be used as a mea-
sure of how di�cult it is for the attacker to �nd a relevant point of interest,
amongst the vast possibility space, in order to discriminate two sensitive
tuples, k1 and k2. Thus, we de�ne the Average-Case �A� Distinguishability
metric as:

AC(A)D
def

=
∑

k1,k2∈K
pk1pk2d

(
Ak1 , Ak2

)
2-weight

The total variation distance:

d
(
Ak1 , Ak2

)
∞

= max
x∈X

∣∣∣ak1x − ak2x ∣∣∣
quanti�es the worst gap possible, when the corresponding point of interest
has been found. Thus, we de�ne the Worst-Case �A� Distinguishability
metric as:

WC(A)D
def

= max
k1,k2∈K

d
(
Ak1 , Ak2

)
∞

Notice that this security metric does not depend on the initial distribution
of the (possible) safe tuples.

Matrix-based Security Metrics

If the signals Ak1 and Ak2 are seen as vectors, then the previous scalar
product: 〈

Ak1
∣∣∣Ak2〉 =

∑
x∈X

(ak1x )(ak2x )

can be seen as a matrix multiplication, with M = Id the identity matrix:〈
Ak1
∣∣∣Ak2〉

M

def

= (Ak1)
T
M(Ak2)

AmatrixM is positive semi-de�nite if for every vectorX, we have (X)TM(X) ≥
0. A matrixM is positive de�nite if it is positive semi-de�nite and invertible.
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If the matrix M is positive de�nite, then 〈.|.〉M is a scalar product. In that
case, this scalar product induces an associated norm and distance:∥∥∥Ak∥∥∥

M

def

=
√
〈Ak|Ak〉

M

d
(
Ak1 , Ak2

)
M

def

=
∥∥∥Ak1 −Ak2∥∥∥

M

=

√∑
x1∈X

(ak1x1 − ak2x1)
∑
x2∈X

Mx1x2(ak1x2 − ak2x2)

where M = (Mx1x2)x1,x2∈X . In particular :

1. ForM = Id, the identity matrix, we have d
(
Ak1 , Ak2

)
Id

= d
(
Ak1 , Ak2

)
2

the Euclidean distance.

2. For M = D = diag(p2x)x∈X , the diagonal matrix associated with the
squared (discrete) probability of the safe tuples, we have d

(
Ak1 , Ak2

)
D

=

d
(
Ak1 , Ak2

)
2-weight

the weighted Euclidean distance.

3. ForM = S−1, where S = (Sx1x2)x1,x2∈X is the covariance matrix of the

safe tuples, i.e. Sx1x2 = Cov (Ax1 , Ax2) =
∑

k∈K pk(a
k
x1 − µAx1

)(akx2 −
µAx2

), we obtain the Mahalanobis distance [Mah36].

Notice that every covariance matrix7 S is positive semi-de�nite. Thus, if
it is invertible then it is also positive de�nite, and so does the (concentration
or precision) matrix S−1. Therefore, if S is invertible then d

(
Ak1 , Ak2

)
S−1

is a distance. But notice that, according to the size of the multidimensional
space Xn of safe tuples, it is unlikely that the covariance matrix would be
singular, i.e. non-invertible, but this should be checked during the analysis8.

The Mahalanobis distance may be used instead of the weighted Euclidean
distance to compute the Average-Case �A� Distinguishability metric:

AC(A)D =
∑

k1,k2∈K
pk1pk2d

(
Ak1 , Ak2

)
Notice that, as opposed to the weighted Euclidean distance, the distribution
of the safe tuples is not used. The computation of the Mahalanobis distance
and the average-case requires only the distribution of the sensitive tuples.

If each of the axes of the multidimensional space Xn of safe tuples is
re-scaled to have unit variance, then the Mahalanobis distance corresponds

7The covariance matrix may be costly to compute, but can be estimated by using
the sample covariance matrix. Nevertheless, the purpose is to compute the appropriate
security metrics at compile- and not real-time, thus this might not be an issue.

8For implementation purpose, INRIA's plan is to take inspiration from the Sylvester's
criterion and to begin with safe tuple x1, then add recursively the safe tuples xj , ignoring
those zeroing the determinant but returning an error amongst the ignored safe tuples.
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to standard Euclidean distance in the transformed space. For instance, if
the signals Ax of the safe tuples x are independent, then:

d
(
Ak1 , Ak2

)
S−1

=

√√√√∑
x∈X

(ak1x − ak2x )2

σ2Ax

So, they are similar, except that the space related to the (weighted) Eu-
clidean distance is �at (up to the probability of the safe tuples), whilst the
Mahalanobis distance takes into account the deviations due to the safe tu-
ples, in order to measure only the deviation due to di�erent sensitive tuples.

The Mahalanobis distance has been used in [CK14] for implementing an
e�cient template attack, and this distance is closely related to Hotelling's
T 2 distribution [Hot31], which is used for the multivariate variant [BSS19]
of the Welch's t-test [Wel47], commonly used for the Test Vector Leakage
Assessment (TVLA) methodology [GJJR11, CD13].

Whether the Average-Case �A� Distinguishability metric is more accu-
rate by using the (weighted or not) Euclidean distance or the Mahalanobis
distance will be decided by using the SecurityAnalyser prototype tool (see
Subsection 4.2.1 p.59), and by comparing with existing security metrics,
probably the Hotelling's T 2 test because it is also multivariate9 and not
based on the (common but not always veri�ed) independent signal assump-
tion10.

Example

To demonstrate the abilities of the security model, we use as toy example
the Security Exchange (SE) �le in Table 4.3 p.74 with execution times11 for
di�erent safe tuples and the following sensitives values:

• k1 = 00000001111100101111010111001011

• k2 = 10100001000001111000101011000111

• k3 = 10111111111100101001011110110001

• k4 = 01100011111000011010010000001110

• k5 = 11010010110100000101010101110100

• k6 = 11110000101111111111001010010010

9Multivariate statistical testings are more complex and computationally heavy but,
for instance regarding power analysis, require usually fewer traces to obtain the same
information leakage.

10By assuming that all points in a trace are independent, the covariance matrix used in
[BSS19] becomes diagonal, leading to a Diagonal-test (or D-test) which is computationally
feasible in all scenarios in which the t-test can be applied.

11Obtained by using CoMET on a program for the modular exponentiation.
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• k7 = 10111011000011111110010010000001

• k8 = 11110001100101000100001100000111

• k9 = 01110101010001100000010100100111

• k10 = 10010110101001001000100010111100

The prototype developed by INRIA computed the weighted Euclidean
(see Table 4.4, rouded to the �rst decimal) distance between the sensitive
values.

Thus, we obtain:

AC(T)D = 42.5531717705

WC(T)D = 276.0

where the Worst-Case Time Distinguishability is the worst possible di�erence
(for instance between k1 and k7) for a given safe tuple (a = 8, n = 35),
which in that case is considered to be a point of interest, especially if some
countermeasure can be applied.

As expected, the Worst-Case Time Distinguishability is higher than the
Average-Case Time Distinguishability. The sensitive value with the same
execution times cannot be distinguished, which is re�ected by a null distance.

4.2.6 Conclusion

Secure-IC explains how heterogeneous security metrics shall be compared.
In some contexts, those can be reduced, hence compared mathematically. In
other contexts, interpretation is required, in which case frameworks such as
the Common Criteria can be leveraged. These two cases apply in unprotected
as well as protected cases. In such situations of interest to the project,
Secure-IC explains how security metrics can be used to balance security
with performance metrics.

The indistinguishability approach taken by INRIA appears to be original,
but related to existing security models and metrics that can be leveraged for
comparison. This approach is also �exible enough to estimate information
leakage from various side channels (time, energy, power, etc.) related to the
non-functional properties studied in the TeamPlay project. The previous
security model presented in deliverable D4.3 �Report on Energy, Timing
and Security Modeling of Complex Architectures� had issues, that have been
�xed by the security model proposed in this deliverable. Variants of the new
security model have been proposed, experiments being needed to determine
the most accurate. The prototype of the SecurityAnalyser is currently being
implemented, the �rst results being expected in the following months. The
comparaison and validation/rejection of the variants of INRIA security model
will be reported in deliverable D4.5 �Report on Energy Usage Analysis and
on Prototype�.
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tainted untainted execution time
k a n (in clock cycles)

00000001111100101111010111001011
2 10 2064
4 15 2142
8 35 2376

10100001000001111000101011000111
2 10 2064
4 15 2142
8 35 2376

10111111111100101001011110110001
2 10 2044
4 15 2116
8 35 2332

01100011111000011010010000001110
2 10 1976
4 15 2042
8 35 2240

11010010110100000101010101110100
2 10 1996
4 15 2068
8 35 2284

11110000101111111111001010010010
2 10 1976
4 15 2042
8 35 2240

10111011000011111110010010000001
2 10 1860
4 15 1920
8 35 2100

11110001100101000100001100000111
2 10 1976
4 15 2042
8 35 2240

01110101010001100000010100100111
2 10 1996
4 15 2068
8 35 2284

10010110101001001000100010111100
2 10 2064
4 15 2142
8 35 2376

Table 4.3: Example of Security Exchange (SE) �le
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k1 k2 k3 k4 k5 k6 k7 k8 k9 k10
k1 0 0 18.3 63.4 45.4 63.4 136.2 63.4 45.4 0
k2 0 18.3 63.4 45.4 63.4 136.2 63.4 45.4 0
k3 0 45.4 27.7 45.4 118.3 45.4 27.7 18.3
k4 0 18.3 0 73.0 0 18.3 63.4
k5 0 18.3 90.8 18.3 0 45.4
k6 0 73.0 0 18.3 63.4
k7 0 73.0 90.8 136.2
k8 0 18.3 63.4
k9 0 45.4
k10 0

Table 4.4: Weighted Euclidean Distances Between Keys
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Chapter 5

Application in Use Cases

5.1 Speci�cities for the Deep Learning Use Case

5.1.1 Introduction

The Deep Learning use-case involves the development of Convolutional Neu-
ral Networks (CNNs) and their implementation on platforms of di�erent
computational capacity, so as to evaluate the TeamPlay tool-chain in a real-
world scenario. To accommodate this need, Irida Labs has designed a CNN,
as part of a smart car-parking monitoring system, that can monitor, in real-
time, a car parking lot with multiple parking slots and determine whether a
slot is occupied or not. The CNN can run either autonomously or in multiple
instances, as part of a greater smart car-parking monitoring system.

The CNN, for Cortex-M0 and the Nucleo-64 (STM32F091) board, is im-
plemented in plain-C, it is very compact and it comprises of 4-D convolution
layers, MaxPool layers along with a �nal FC layer with two nodes, one for
each respective slot class {occupied, free}. CNN layers are modeled with the
use of compute elements (CEs), that is, discrete blocks of code that perform
the respective computations. Their functionality and architecture are ana-
lytically described in Deliverable D4.3 where they were used extensively to
evaluate the energy and timing models for the Cortex-M0 CPU.

The custom dataset that the CNN model was trained on, a sample of
which is shown in Figure 5.1, contains 74000 training images and 1306 val-
idation images, all in RGB and of 32 × 32 pixel resolution. It achieved a
99.69% validation accuracy, using however 32-bit �oating point representa-
tion. Since the target deployment platform is the Nucleo board and since
the residing Cortex-M0 lacks of �oating-point hardware (ALU, register �le,
etc.), both the model's weights and activations have been quantized from
�oat32 representation to an 8-bit integer one. The tool used for the post-
train quantization is called Ristretto and it is referenced in [GPMG18]. Due
to quantization error, the model performance has dropped by 1.76% on the
same validation set, presenting a classi�cation accuracy of 97.93%.
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Figure 5.1: A small sample of the custom training dataset

5.1.2 Implementation Details

This preliminary implementation of the CNN application is based on the
gcc compiler (gcc-arm-none-eabi-7-2018-q2-update-win32 ), while there is an
ongoing procedure of utilizing the TeamPlay WCC compiler for the project
compilation. The application is also ported to use the LLVM compiler from
the UBRIS to perform some autotuning compiler optimizations using the
techniques developed by the UBRIS [GBXdSE18, GCG+19].

The �rst stage of the execution �ow for the preliminary implementation
of the CNN source code to the Nucleo-64 board is Data Pre-Loading. This
stage is performed o�ine, where we actually pre-load a total of 50 test images
board's FLASH memory so as to test the functionality of the developed CNN
model, along with the CNNs weights and bias values. The total memory
requirements are 155.8 KBs. The next three stages are the core of the CNN
application and are summarized as follows:

• Data Transfer: A framework has been implemented which loads one
by one the test images from the read-only �ash memory section to a
temporal section in RAM.

• Data Pre-Processing: In this stage each test image is undergone a set
of processing steps such as RGB to BGR conversion, transposition and
mean values removal per channel.

• CNN Execution: At this stage the test images are ready to be fed to
the input layer of the CNN so as to derive the respective classi�cation
decision. In this stage two RAM regions of 3KB and 6KB are pre-
allocated use in a ping-pong fashion, for temporal storage of each layer's
activations, etc.

The �nal stage, that follows the CNN Execution stage only involves print-
ing to the terminal the classi�cation results (how many images were correctly
classi�ed) along with cycles-counting information. Cycle counting is enabled
via the usage of an on-board timer.

5.1.3 Preliminary Results

The preliminary timing results acquired after compiling with the ARM's gcc
compiler and executing the main application on the Nucleo-64 board, for all
50 test images are summarized in Table 5.1. For this kind of measurements
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Table 5.1: Car Parking CNN preliminary execution results

Stage CCs/iter Timings (secs)

Data Transfer 40320 0.042

Data Pre-processing 65280 0.068

CNN Execution 5002560 5.211

the board's internal timer, namely, TIMER-3 was utilized and setup to 1ms
accuracy and to produce 1 interrupt every 48 secs to minimize interrupts
interactions. By taking time di�erences between the di�erent processes and
taking into consideration the board's 48 MHz operational frequency, it's
possible to calculate the number of Clock Cycles (CCs) required for each
process, by averaging the time of each process over all the 50 test images.

As shown in Table 5.1, the total amount of time required for the Data
Transfer stage is 42msec. It is to be noted that along with the image data,
a table containing all 50 labels is also transferred. A total of 40320 CCs are
required to transfer [32×32×3+4] = 3076 bytes from Flash to RAM, which
is about 13.2 CCs/byte of transfer.

The Data Pre-Processing stage requires 68 msec to complete (for all all
50 images). Pre-processing includes per channel x/y axis transposition, con-
version to int32 with subtraction for a value per channel, and RGB to BGR
channel transposition and a �nal cast to int8. Thus 65280 Cycles per image
is required or 63.7 CCs/pixel.

The CNN Execution stage time, that is, the amount of time required
for the inference of all 50 test images, was measured at 5.211 seconds. This
timing results to 104.22 msec inference time per image and in terms of frames
per second (FPS) processing corresponds to 9.6 FPS.

5.1.4 Summary and Future Work

Irida Labs has designed and implemented a custom CNN network as a part
of smart car-parking application that monitors a parking lot and decides on
whether a parking slot is available or not. The compute elements used in
constructing the overall CNN model have been used in previous deliverables
to evaluate the TeamPlay's energy and timing models for the Cortex-M0. In
this deliverable, the whole CNN model is used as a real-world benchmark.
Preliminary timing results, using the ARM's gcc compiler, from the CNN
model execution on the Nucleo-64 board are also presented.

Future work include deploying the TeamPlay WCC compiler for compil-
ing and running the smart car-parking project.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

This deliverable concludes on all the activities performed for execution time,
energy consumption, and security modelling under task T4.1 �Energy Usage,
Time and Security Modeling (Predictable Architectures)� which was active
up until the end of M24 of TeamPlay. Therefore, the �nal timing and energy
models for the Arm Cortex-M0 and the LEON3 processors are presented in
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, respectively. The �nal security models are also
provided in Chapter 4 by SIC and INRIA.

Although some preliminary evaluation of the �nal models is presented in
this deliverable, their �nal evaluation using the TeamPlay's use cases will be
carried out as part of the deliverables D4.5 �Report on Energy Usage Analysis
and on Prototype� and D5.4 �Report on Assessment of Project Outcomes�.
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Abstract—This paper investigates the application of a robust CPU-
based power modelling methodology that performs an automatic search
of explanatory events derived from performance counters to embedded
GPUs. A 64-bit Tegra TX1 SoC is configured with DVFS enabled and
multiple CUDA benchmarks are used to train and test models optimized
for each frequency and voltage point. These optimized models are then
compared with a simpler unified model that uses a single set of model
coefficients for all frequency and voltage points of interest. To obtain
this unified model, a number of experiments are conducted to extract
information on idle, clock and static power to derive power usage from a
single reference equation. The results show that the unified model offers
competitive accuracy with an average 5% error with four explanatory
variables on the test data set and it is capable to correctly predict the
impact of voltage, frequency and temperature on power consumption.
This model could be used to replace direct power measurements when
these are not available due to hardware limitations or worst-case analy-
sis in emulation platforms.

1 INTRODUCTION

Embedded GPUs which are physically present in the same chip
as the central processing unit (CPU) are popular as general-
purpose accelerators in power constrained applications such as
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), self-driving cars or robotics
[1]. The power profiles of these GPUs are in order of Watts
compared with the hundreds of Watts needed in their desktop
counterparts that invariably use the PCIe bus to communicate
with the host CPU and memory. Power optimization in these
embedded devices is of critical importance since in these
applications, the power sources tend to be batteries and the
systems must operate untethered for as long as possible. In this
paper we investigate the application of the power modelling
framework created in [2] for heterogeneous embedded CPUs
to embedded GPUs capable of general-purpose computing
thanks to their support for languages such as as CUDA and
OpenCL. Our framework, called ROSE (RObust Statistical search
of explanatory activity Events), can be used to automatically
collect activity and power data and then perform a complete
search for optimal events across a large range of frequency and
voltage pairs as defined in the device DVFS (Dynamic Voltage
and Frequency Scaling) tables. ROSE multiple linear regression
optimization uses OLS (Ordinary Least Squares) which is well
understood for the case of both desktop and integrated CPUs
but it has been less studied in GPUs that are characterized

by a proprietary black box architecture with restricted access
to internal microarchitecture details. Taking these points into
account, the novelty of this work can be summarized as follows:

• We perform power modelling on an embedded GPU de-
vice with integrated power measurement and voltage/fre-
quency scaling compared with previous work largely fo-
cused on desktop GPUs.

• We limit the number of explanatory variables used in the
model to enable the run-time collection of this informa-
tion using a limited number of hardware registers.

• We proposed a novel unified model that adds temperature,
frequency and voltage to the model as global states and
compared against models with coefficients optimized for
single temperatures and frequency/voltage pairs.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
related work in the area of power modelling with GPUs. Section
3 introduces the main features of the hardware platform used
in this work based on a 64-bit Tegra TX1 SoC. Section 4 presents
the methodology based on our previous work in this area, the
set of CUDA benchmarks for model training/verification and
the techniques used to obtain run-time measures of power and
event information. Section 5 develops models based on this
methodology with coefficients optimized for individual voltage
and frequency pairs. Section 6 proposes an unified model so
that the power of a single per-frequency model can be scaled
to an extended range of voltage and frequency points. Section
7 investigates temperature effects on power consumption and
model accuracy. Finally, section 8 concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUND

As previously indicated, there is a significant amount of work
on power modelling of CPU cores and CPU-based systems
and the interested reader is referred to [3] for a review of
results and techniques. In the field of general-purpose GPU-
based computing, the amount of power modelling research is
more limited. The authors of [4] investigate how performance
counters can be used to model power on a desktop NVIDIA
GPUs connected to a host computer via a PCIe interface. The
PCIe interface is instrumented with current clamp sensors
and the host computer samples these sensors while collecting
performance counter information. The authors identify a total
of 13 CUDA performance counters but since only 4 hardware
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registers are available multiple runs are needed to access
all of them. The authors also identify that certain kernels
that perform texture reads, such as Rodinia Leukocyte, show
significant power error up to 50% due to lack of relevant
counter information. The impact of DVFS on power modelling
is not considered. Also targeting desktop GPUs, the authors
of [5] introduce a support vector regression model instead
of the least squares linear regression more commonly used.
A total of 5 variables are used, such as vertex shader busy
and texture busy to build the model. Instead of predicting the
power of full kernels as done in [4], they predict the power of
the different execution phases as similarly done in our work.
The authors show a slight advantage of SVR although some
phases of execution of the GPU power cannot be modelled
correctly. The performance and power characterization done in
[6] considers different desktop NVIDIA GPU families (i.e. Tesla,
Fermi and Kepler). The external power measurements apply to
the entire system which includes the GPU and CPU and not
the individual components. The proposed power model uses
performance counters and linear regression and introduces a
frequency scaling parameter in the power equation to account
for the different performance levels possible in the GPU. It does
not consider the operating voltage and, with multiple voltage
levels possible for a single frequency, this could explain the
errors in the prediction accuracy which are measured at around
20 to 30%. The work of [7] also focuses on desktop GPUs with
a review that shows that the number of explanatory variables
used varies between 8 and 23. It considers the use of neural
networks to perform the prediction, indicating how neural
networks can address the nonlinear dependencies of the input
variables at the expense of significantly higher complexity.
However, this could make the models harder to deploy as part
of an energy-aware operating system. In this paper, we focus
on using a low number of explanatory variables to make the
models easy to deploy at run-time and investigate the accuracy
of multiple linear regression for power modelling considering
voltage, frequency and temperature in embedded GPUs.

3 TEGRA SOC ARCHITECTURE

The Tegra TX1 SoC [8] is fabricated using a 20nm process
and contains CPU and GPU computing resources. The Maxwell
GPU in the TX1 contains two Streaming Multiprocessors (SM)
with 128 CUDA cores per SM and offers CUDA Compute
Capability 5.2. Thanks to isolated power rails the CPU and
GPU have access to multiple voltage and frequency points, as
specified in independent DVFS tables. These tables are part of
the device firmware and the manufacturer restricts changes at
the user level to prevent system malfunction or device damage.
In our previous work, we targeted a big.LITTLE heterogeneous
CPU formed by four 32-bit A15 and four 32-bit A7 cores and
the DVFS table was formed by a fixed set of voltage and
frequency pairs. In the Tegra TX1 SoC, we observe that the GPU
DVFS table has a dependency on temperature so that a for
a single frequency point, multiple voltage points are possible
depending on the device temperature. This more sophisticated
DVFS table implies that models created for fixed pairs of voltage
and frequency as done in section 5 could have their accuracy
degraded under certain combinations of temperature and load.

TABLE 1: Deployed benchmarks

height CUDA Rodinia Train Set
stream_cluster srad_v1
particle_filter srad_v2
mmumergpu pathfinder
leukocyte myocite
lavaMD kmeans
backprop bfs
b+tree cfd
heartwall hotspot3d
hotspot hybridsort
CUDA SDK Test Set
binomialOptions Montecarlo
blackscholes particles
SobolQRNG Radixsort
Transpose FDTD3d
Texture3D nbody

4 METHODOLOGY

The methodology is based on our previous work targeting ARM
big.LITTLE SoCs and introduced in [2]. The CUDA benchmarks
used for the model creation and verification are shown in
Table 1. Training and testing benchmarks are independent and
obtain from the Rodinia and CUDA SDK benchmark sets. We
have modified the collection and processing stages to account
for the differences in counter availability, power and current
sensors and DVFS implementations. In the CPU-based power
model done in [2] the DVFS table contains fixed pairs of
voltage and frequency and the preferred way to build the power
model is to use a per-frequency model in which a distinct set
of coefficient values are calculated for each pair. To use this
approach directly on the TX1 is problematic due to temperature
dependencies and the practical difficulties of adjusting the
temperature of the device to each possible value during a
data collection run that typically executes over several days.
To manage this complexity in this work we distinguish between
local events such as the number of instructions executed or
the number of memory accesses that will affect power in
certain regions of the device and global states such as the
operating frequency, voltage and temperature that will affect
power globally. This approach enables us to propose unified
model with a single set of coefficients that could be used for
multiple combinations of voltage, frequency and temperature.
The development of this unified model and its comparison with
the per-frequency models is conducted in section 6 and section
7. The performance counters considered in this work are shown
in Figure 1. The number of physical registers available in the
GPU device to collect activity information in parallel is limited
and for this reason limiting the number of model counters
is preferred. The methodology presented in [2] implements
different types of automatic searches and analysis of the effects
of different counters on the power model accuracy. An example
of a typical run command is shown in the following listing:

octave_makemodel.sh -r measurement.txt -
b benchmark.txt -f
76,153,230,307,384,460,537,614,691,
768,844,921,998 -p 7 -m 1 -l
8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20
-n 4 -c 1 -o 2

In this listing, the octave_makemodel script receives with -r
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a measurement.txt text file containing the power and activity
counter samples with around 12,000 samples in our case. Then
with -b a benchmark.txt file that identifies which benchmarks
should be used for training and which for testing. Then with -f
all the frequency values that are going to be considered (each
frequency value also corresponds to a different voltage as de-
termined by the DVFS table), -p identifies the column number
in measurement.txt that contains power information, -m set to
1 is the search mode heuristic defined as bottom-up and -l lists
the performance counters selected for analysis as columns in
measurement.txt, -n set to 4 instructs the framework to search
for the best possible four performance counters that result in
a more accurate model as indicated with -c 1. This means
that the script will search up to a maximum of 4 performance
counters in the list provided, across all the frequencies and
voltages automatically. The result is a set of coefficients for each
frequency/voltage pair. To minimize temperature interference,
the experiments are conducted setting the available TX1 fan
to maximum speed initially. In the additional example shown
below, the user is interested in obtaining models across all
possible frequencies for a particular set of events that have
been pre-selected. He uses in this cases the switch -e to specify
the four columns in power_measurement.txt with events that
need to be analyzed.

./octave_makemodel.sh -r
power_measurement.txt -b benchmark.
txt -f
76,153,230,307,384,460,537,614,691,
768,844,921,998 -p 7 -e 8,11,13,19 -o
2

inst_executed_cs
Instructions executed by compute 
shaders (CS), not including replays

sm_inst_executed_texture Texture instructions executed

sm_executed_ipc      

sm_issued_ipc         
The average instructions issued 

per active cycle per SM. 

threads_launched   Total threads launched. 
Increments by 1 per thread 

launched.

sm_active_cycles    Sum of cycles that SM was active. 

Increments by 0-NumSMs per cycle.

sm_active_warps    
Sum of warps that SM was active. 
Increments by 0-64 per cycle per 

SM.

sm_warps_launched    
Warps launched. Increments by 1 

per warp launched

gpu_busy            Cycles the graphics engine or the 
compute engine is busy.

l2_write_bytes        

l2_read_bytes

Number of bytes written to L2 

cache

Number of bytes read from L2 

cache

sm_inst_executed

_global_loads

sm_inst_executed

_global_stores

The number of executed global 

loads

The number of executed global 

stores

The average instructions executed 

per active cycle per SM. 

Fig. 1: Analyzed GPU performance counters

5 PER-FREQUENCY MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Equation 1 shows the general form of the power model pro-
posed in this work. Comparing this equation with the previous
work done in [2] we normalize the total event count with the
total number of cycles available in the time slot to obtain an
activity density measurement that should remain constant as
frequency changes. For example, if the frequency doubles then
the number of events (e.g. instructions executed) in the same
time period should also double, but since the number of clock
cycles also doubles the ratio should remain constant.

We limit all experiments to a maximum set of four coun-
ters to account for the limited number of registers available
in commercial GPUs. Figure 2 shows the four examples of
performance counters that the methodology ends up selecting
as the more accurate identified as model A, B, C and D.
The coefficients shown are for a single example frequency of
76MHz with a corresponding voltage of 0.82v and a similar set
of coefficients exist for the other 12 possible frequency and
voltage pairs at a constant temperature.

(1)
PGPU f r eq1 = α0 + α1 × event s1/c ycles + . . . + αn

× event sn/c ycles

Model A

Model B

Model C

Model D

Counter 1 /
Value @ 76 

MHz

Counter 2 /
Value @ 76 

MHz 

Counter 3 /
Value @ 76 

MHz

Counter 4 /
Value @ 76 

MHz 

Constant @ 
76 MHz 

inst_exec
uted_cs / 

0.0005

Inst_executed
_global_stores

 / 0.0029

gpu_busy
 / 6.45E-

05

sm_activ
e_cycles 
/ 0.0003

0.313446

inst_exec
uted_cs / 

0.0005

sm_inst_exe
cuted_textu
re/ 0.0019

sm_active_
warps / 

2.0038E-06

sm_inst_exe
cuted_lobal

_loads / -
0.00020

0.333461

inst_exec
uted_cs / 

0.0009

sm_inst_exe
cuted_textu
re/ 0.0047

sm_active_cyc
les / 0.00066

gpu_busy / -
0.00021

0.4165

inst_exec
uted_cs / 

0.0011

sm_active_
warps / 

4.6137E-06

0.4324
sm_inst_glo
bal_stores/ 

0.030

gpu_busy / -
3.3929E-05

Fig. 2: Model parameters

Figure 3 shows the comparison of the accuracy of these
four models across all the frequency and voltage pairs. The
performance of models A, C and D is similar with an overall
error below 5%. Model D offers a slightly better overall accuracy,
as shown in the overall value and will be taken forward to
derive a unified power model in the next section. We can also
appreciate that at different frequencies, the accuracy varies and
this is largely defined by the model parameters.

6 UNIFIED MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The previous per-frequency models contain a total of 13x5 pa-
rameters with four event coefficients and a constant parameter
for each of the 13 voltage/frequency points. They are obtained
at fixed voltage and frequency pairs and do not take into
account the multiple voltage levels available for each frequency
in the TX1 device part of the DVFS table. In this section, we
propose a new type of model that unifies the previous models
with a single set of coefficients and includes independent
variables for frequency and voltage. Equation 2 shows the
general form of this unified power model with two terms
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Fig. 3: Model comparison

being added corresponding to dynamic and static power. The
approach consists of scaling the power predicted by a power
model at a single frequency to fit the rest of the frequencies
and voltages.

(2)
PGPU f r eqx = (PGPU f r eq1 − PGPUst ax ) × f r eq1/ f r eqx

× (vol t1/vol tx )2 + PGPUst ax × (vol t1/vol tx )2

Scaling is possible because the model uses normalize activ-
ity rates that should remain constant at different frequencies
since both events and cycles should reduce proportionally. The
scaling is done based on how voltage and frequency affect
the dynamic and static power of a chip. Dynamic power is
proportional to the voltage square and frequency while in our
experiments, we observe that static power accuracy improves
using voltage square scaling. Static power or leakage is the
power of the device when the frequency is zero so the frequency
term should not be used to scale it. To isolate the static power
in the second term of the equation to be able to scale it
correctly, we need to measure it first. It is important to note
that the per-frequency model contains a constant component
that represents the device power with no activity and this power
can be defined as idle power as shown in equation 4 formed
mainly by static power and clock power since the clocks remain
active when no load is active. A direct way to measure static
power will be to clock gate the GPU device however the Linux
for Tegra L4T JetPack 4.2.1 for the TX1 SoC used in this work
does not implement this feature and only allows frequency
configurations part of the DVFS table. To be able to extract the
static power, we use an indirect method as follows. We sweep
all the points available in the DVFS table with no benchmarks
running to obtain the idle power. The first few frequency points
in the DVFS table do not affect the supply voltage of 0.82v and
this results in a linear relation of power and frequency as shown
in Figure 4 for these points at a reference temperature of 23C
at full fan speed. We use the point in which this line intersects
the Y axis as the frequency of zero and the corresponding value
rounded to 0.21w as the static power present in the device at
that voltage level and temperature. With this information, we
can create an unified model based on equation 2 using as
reference point any frequency that has the common voltage
point of 0.82v and should have constant static power.

y = 0.1112x + 0.2079
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Fig. 4: Idle power estimation

We consider two possible reference points at the minimum
frequency of 76 MHz and the middle frequency of 380 MHz
that both share the voltage of 0.82v. We call these models UAL
and UAM for "unified anchor low" and "unified anchor middle"
respectively. Another alternative is to use a reference point at
a high frequency if we can estimate the static power at that
level. Since we know that the dynamic power follows equation
3, we can solve equation 4 and with the available values for
Pidle, Pstatic, V and f we can obtain the α×C that we treat as a
constant. Our hypothesis is that the activity rate α×C should
remain constant within a small sample interval across different
frequencies because we are measuring events divided by cycles
in the sample interval. We can now extract the static power for
the high frequency point of 998MHz and 1.07v by obtaining
Pdynamic_clock and subtracting it from Pidle. We call this model
UAH for "unified anchor high".
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Fig. 5: Unified power model comparison
Figure 5 shows the accuracy of the UAL, UAM and UAH

unified models. This figure shows how the accuracy com-
pares between these unified models derived from the PF (per-
frequency) model D. The anchor low and anchor high models
obtain the best accuracy at their respective reference points but
suffer a significant degradation as the frequency/voltage moves
further away from the reference point. On the other hand, the
anchor middle offers a largely identical accuracy to model D
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with an overall percentile error rate of around 5%. This result
shows that the unified model can be competitive in terms of
accuracy compared with the per-frequency models developed
in the previous section. This unified power model with 380Mhz
and 0.82v as the reference frequency and voltage is shown
in equation 5 where PGPUfreq_ref is obtained by equation 6.
Equation 6 contains a negative coefficient that in principle
could be not an intuitive result but can be explained by the
fact that the different explanatory variables have correlations
among them (i.e. GPU busy increases as number of instructions
executed increases) and the multiple linear regression process
finds this negative value as a value that improves the model fit
to the training data.

Finally, Figure 6 compares the power predictions performed
by the per-frequency model D and the unified derived model
with the measured values at run-time for a full sweep of the test
benchmarks at different voltages and frequencies. We observe
that the power consumption ranges from below 1 Watt to over
13 Watts depending on the operation point and benchmark.
The power predictions follow the different execution phases
although it is at the highest points of power consumption
that the errors are more noticeable. Also the measured power
tends to show low spikes between benchmarks that the model
does not predict. This effect could be due to our sampling
frequency that is limited to one sample every 0.5 seconds.
Further research is needed to increase this sample rate taking
into account that since the thread that samples the power
sensors is also executed by the CPU cores higher sampling rates
could mean that the processors are not available to launch the
CUDA benchmarks which could introduce artifacts.

(3)Pd ynami c_clock = al pha ×C × V 2 × f

(4)Pi dle = Pd ynami c_clock + Pst ati c

(5)

PGPU f r eq_x = (PGPU f r eq_r e f

− 0.21w) × f r eq_x/380M H z

× (vol t_x/0.82v)2 + 0.21w × (vol t_x/0.82v)2

(6)

PGPU f r eq_r e f = 0.7720w + 0.0025w

× i nst_executed_cs/c ycles + 0.0908w

× executed_g l obal _stor es/c ycles

− 0.000017w × g pu_bus y/c ycles + 0.000019w

× acti ve_w ar ps/c ycles

7 TEMPERATURE EFFECTS

The power equation presented in equation 5 will consider
possible changes in voltage and frequency due to temperature
changes as defined in the DVFS table but it does not consider
the changes in power due to temperature itself. Temperature
has a direct effect on the static power consumption of the
device as shown in [9]. The static power depends on leakage
current and supply voltage linearly while the leakage current
itself depends on the supply voltage and temperature expo-
nentially. In this analysis we approximate these exponential
relations linearly for the range in which device temperatures
occur [9]. To understand the dependency of static power and
temperature we run a number of experiments with no load
on the GPU varying the fan rate and frequency at a constant
voltage of 0.82v to generate different temperature profiles. For
each run we obtain a linear relation between frequency and
power that enables as to estimate the static power by setting
frequency at zero. We use the same approach to obtain a
linear relation between power and temperature that allows to
estimate the temperature at frequency zero for each of the runs.

y = 0.0051x + 0.0849
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Fig. 7: Temperature and static power
We can now plot the points of temperature and power in the

diagram shown in Figure 7 and obtain a linear relation between
temperature and static power at 0.82V. Using this information
we can now replace the Pstatic in Equation 5 to obtain Equation
7

Figure 10 shows two temperature and power profiles gener-
ated by varying the fan activity that will be used to test the
temperature-aware model. The figure shows that under the
same conditions of workload, voltage and frequency, tempera-
ture results in a power variation higher than 20%.

We evaluate the temperature-aware power equation in Fig-
ures 8 and 9 against the other models. Figure 8 shows that
under the same temperature conditions considered in the
previous section the model operates with a similar value of
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accuracy. Figure 9 shows that when the device heats up the
accuracy of the original models degrades significantly while
the temperature-aware model largely maintains the same level
of accuracy.

(7)

PGPU f r eq_x = (PGPU f r eq_r e f

− (T r e f × 0.0051 + 0.0849)w)

× f r eq_x/380M H z × (vol t_x/0.82v)2 + (T

× 0.0051 + 0.0849)w × (vol t_x/0.82v)2
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Fig. 8: Model comparison at low temperatures
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Fig. 9: Model comparison at high temperatures

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have instrumented a Tegra SoC TX1 GPU
with power measurement and performance counter features.
Then, we have compiled and run a set of CUDA benchmarks to
exercise the GPU with sample high-performance applications
while collecting power and event information over multiple
runs and multiple voltage and frequency points as available
in the DVFS table. The resulting data files have been analyzed
by the CPU power modelling methodology originally created in
[2] to evaluate its applicability to GPU devices. The proposed
per-frequency and unified power models are kept simple by
using only a few performance counters collected in parallel.
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Fig. 10: Power and temperature changes

We also extend the unified model with temperature-aware
capabilities to improve accuracy when the device can work in
multiple temperature regimes such as in fanless configuration.
We observe that the temperature impact on static power can
increase power by over 20% and this change should be properly
estimated as part of the model. Overall, the research shows
that the CPU methodology can be applied successfully to GPU
devices and that the simple power models can maintain the
error rate at around 5% with a combination of local events
represented by the performance counters and global states rep-
resented by voltage, frequency and temperature variables. The
simplicity of these models means that they could be deployed
as part of an energy-aware operating system and scheduling
framework. The unified model could be particularly useful
since it can capture multiple voltage levels for one frequency
level with a single set of coefficients. Our future work involves
further validation of the methodology and its application with
additional benchmarks, improving the data collection approach
to increase the granularity of the samples to better capture the
different phases of benchmark execution and experimenting
with inter-prediction strategies across different GPU devices
and technologies. The power modelling methodology used in
this paper is available open-source at the following github
repositories [10] [11].
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Appendix B

On the Use of Logarithmic

Energy Models for Worst-case

Analysis

In September 2019, UBRIS released a preliminary version of an energy model
for the ARM Cortex-M0 that is based on a linear regression of logarithmic
counter values. The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the usefulness
of such a model for static worst-case energy analysis.

B.1 The Model

UBRIS released seven di�erent models obtained via linear regression of dif-
ferent sets of counter values. For our evaluation, we have chosen the �rst
model. The energy model looks as follows, where E stands for the average
energy consumption and Cx for the various counter values:

logEARM Cortex-M0 = 0.797813448080× logCinstruction count

+ 0.091182315428× logCRAM data reads

+ 0.019609537628× logCRAM writes

+ 0.008414406619× logCFlash data reads

− 0.021672182290× logCextra fetches

+ 0.093212998475× logCtaken branches

− 8.586310277024

To obtain an estimate for the energy consumption, the base of the logarithm
must be raised to the power of the sum:

EARM Cortex-M0 = 10
∑

x(βx×logCx)−8.586310277024
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By exploiting the laws of exponentation, the model can be rewritten as
follows:

EARM Cortex-M0 = C0.79781344808
instruction count

× C0.091182315428
RAM data reads

× C0.019609537628
RAM writes

× C0.008414406619
Flash data reads

× C−0.02167218229extra fetches

× C0.093212998475
taken branches

× 10−8.586310277024

All counter values (i.e., number of various memory accesses, number of
fetches, and number of taken branches) can be bounded by the instruc-
tion count. Hence, a simpli�ed upper bound of the model can be obtained
by adding up the exponents of the various counter values. The resulting
inequality exhibits a sub-linear growth (see also Figure B.1):

EARM Cortex-M0 ≤ C0.98856052
instruction count × 10−8.586310277024

≤ Cinstruction count × 10−8.586310277024

0

0,005

0,01

0,015

0,02

0,025

0,03

E [J]

Upper Bound of Energy Model Linear Approximation

Figure B.1: Comparison of the upper bound of the energy model for the
ARM Cortex-M0 versus the linear approximation of the upper bound.

B.1.1 General Observations

The general form of energy models obtained via linear regression on loga-
rithmic input values looks as follows, where E stands for the average energy
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Cinstruction count CRAM data reads CRAM writes CFlash data reads Cextra fetches Ctaken branches

BB1 7 1 3 0 4 1
BB2 18 5 2 0 9 1
BB3 3 1 1 0 2 1
BB4 4 2 1 0 2 2
BB5 2 1 2 0 1 1

Table B.1: Counter values for the basic blocks of the CFG from Figure 2.5.

consumption, Cx for the various counter values, βx are the weights of the
various counter values, and α is the error term:

E =
∏
x

Cβxx × 10α

Since the various Cx are the values of performance counters, we can
restrict them to the set of integers, i.e., Cx ∈ N. The energy model returns
zero if any of the counter values Cx = 0 and βx > 0. In case of Cx = 0 and
βx < 0, the energy model fails due to division by zero. In case of Cx = 0
and βx = 0, the behaviour is unde�ned. Thus, the counter values must be
preprocessed before they are fed into the model to ensure valid results. A
neutral term, i.e, the value 1 for the term Cβxx , is obtained when Cx = 1. If
Cx > 0 and βx < 0, the result gets smaller the larger the value of Cx is.

B.2 Evaluation of the Logarithmic Model

Recall that the explicit enumeration of all possible paths is computationally
infeasible in the general case, and that implicit path enumeration techniques
are used instead (Section 2.2.2). We want to evaluate the applicability of an
energy model based on logarithmic values during ILP-based path analysis.
For this, we compare two applications of the energy model. In the �rst case,
the energy model is applied on executions of the whole program obtained
by explicit enumeration of paths. In the second case, the energy model is
applied on basic blocks, and a worst-case result is obtained with IPET.

Consider again the CFG in Figure 2.5. We base our comparison on this
simple program consisting of one conditional and a loop. For the comparison,
we assume that the basic blocks in the CFG have the counter values shown
in Table B.1. Moreover, we assume that the loop iterates between zero and
20000 times.

There exist basically two di�erent paths through the program. In one
path, the loop is not executed but basic block BB2. In the other part, the
loop is executed with n > 0 iterations, and basic block BB2 is not executed.
Thus, the worst-case paths through the program can be represented by the
following equation, where addition and multiplication are used to represent
concatenation and repeated concatenation:
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EARM Cortex-M0

BB1 1.21403× 10−8 J
BB2 2.91152× 10−8 J
BB3 6.13507× 10−9 J
BB4 8.77013× 10−9 J
BB5 4.56834× 10−9 J

Table B.2: Energy estimates for the basic blocks of the CFG from Figure 2.5.

EARM Cortex-M0 EIPET

π(0) 4.66569× 10−8 J 4.58238× 10−8 J
π(1000) 1.28736× 10−5 J 1.49219× 10−5 J
π(10000) 1.22854× 10−4 J 1.49069× 10−4 J
π(20000) 2.42336× 10−4 J 2.98121× 10−4 J

Table B.3: Energy estimates for selected paths through the CFG.

π(n) =

{
BB1 + BB2 + BB5 n = 0

BB1 + n× (BB3 + BB4) + BB5 n > 0
(B.1)

This equation can also be used to obtain the counter values for the possible
paths through the program. π(0) is the path where the loop is not executed.
π(n) with n > 0 is the path where the loop iterates n times.

The application of the energy model on the individual basic blocks gives
the results shown in Table B.2, whereas the application on individual paths
through the program gives the results shown in Table B.3 and Figure B.3.
The comparison between the two methods shows that already for the simple
example program, ∆EIPET−EARM Cortex-M0

grows the larger the more iterations
of the loop are executed. For the considered range of iterations, the absolute
error reaches up to 23%.

B.3 Comparison with Non-logarithmic Models

Recall that the general form of a linear regression model based on logarithmic
values is a product of expressions:

E =
∏
x

Cβxx × 10α

In contrast, the general form of a linear regression model based on non-
logarithmic values is a sum of expressions:

E =
∑
x

(βx × Cx) + α
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For IPET, we need to split up a path π into segments π1, π2, . . . , πn where
π = π1 + · · ·+ πn holds. For a well-de�ned path analysis, we want that the
following equation holds:

E(π)
!

=
n∑
i=1

E(πi)

However, this dictates that α = 0. We thus relax our requirement a bit. The
desired equation thus looks as follows:

E(π)− α !
=

n∑
i=1

(E(πi)− α)

By applying the model's formula, we get the following equation, where Cx,i
is the counter value for counter x on the path segment πi:

E(π)− α !
=

n∑
i=1

(
∑
x

(βx × Cx,i))

=
∑
x

(βx ×
n∑
i=1

Cx,i)

The equation is ful�lled if Cx
!

=
∑n

i=1Cx,i. However, this is usually not the
case due to the abstractions used in the microarchitectural analysis. Instead,
safe upper bounds are computed for each basic block:

Cx ≤
n∑
i=1

Cx,i

Under the assumption that the same path is selected for each counter, we
can use this disequality to conclude that the following holds:

E(π) ≤
∑
x

(βx ×
n∑
i=1

Cx,i) + α

Hence, we can use IPET for a safe worst-case path analysis on linear regres-
sion models obtained from non-logarithmic counter values.

B.3.1 The New Model

Given the above knowledge, UBRIS and AbsInt derived a new energy model
for the ARM Cortex-M0, based on the raw (i.e., non-logarithmic) counter
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Cinstruction fetches Cmul instructions

BB1 7 0
BB2 18 0
BB3 3 0
BB4 4 0
BB5 2 0

Table B.4: Additional counter values for the basic blocks of the CFG from
Figure 2.5. The other counter values are given in Table B.1.

Enew

BB1 1.05902× 10−8 J
BB2 2.50086× 10−8 J
BB3 5.77197× 10−9 J
BB4 9.13483× 10−9 J
BB5 5.25667× 10−9 J

Table B.5: Energy estimates for the basic blocks of the CFG from Figure 2.5,
computed with the new model.

values. The energy model looks as follows. Note that α = 0.

Enew = 0.974809595844252× 10−9 × Cinstruction fetches

+ 1.038755946002680× 10−9 × CRAM data reads

+ 0.459502880749770× 10−9 × CRAM writes

+ 0.437471218959868× 10−9 × CFlash data reads

+ 1.780586072074870× 10−9 × Cmul instructions

+ 1.349286855508680× 10−9 × Ctaken branches

B.4 Evaluation of the New Model

We evaluate this new model the same way we did for the logarithmic model,
i.e., we compare the estimates obtained via explicit and implicit path enu-
meration. We base our comparison on the same CFG, using the same path
enumeration formula given in Equation B.1. However, since the new model
uses a di�erent set of counters, the resulting estimates are not directly com-
parable. The additional counter values needed for the new model are given
in Table B.4. Application of the new energy model on the di�erent basic
blocks gives the estimates listed in Table B.5. As expected, both explicit
and implicit path enumeration give the same results for the four exemplary
paths, as shown in Table B.6.
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Enew EIPET

π(0) 4.08555× 10−8 J 4.08555× 10−8 J
π(1000) 1.49226× 10−5 J 1.49226× 10−5 J
π(10000) 1.49084× 10−4 J 1.49084× 10−4 J
π(20000) 2.98152× 10−4 J 2.98152× 10−4 J

Table B.6: Energy estimates for selected paths through the CFG, computed
with the new model.

B.5 Conclusion

The energy model obtained via linear regression on logarithmic counter val-
ues exhibits non-linear growth behaviour. The counter values must be pre-
processed before they are fed into the model in order to prevent invalid
results. When used in conjunction with ILP-based worst-case path analysis,
the overestimation grows with the size of the longest path. Thus, the model
produces meaningful values only in a yet to determined model-speci�c range
of counter values. In contrast, energy models obtained via linear regres-
sion on non-logarithmic counter values are compatible with IPET and thus,
preferable.

We obtained a new energy model for the ARM Cortex-M0 that is based
on the raw (i.e., non-logarithmic) counter values. It shows good precision,
having only an average error rate of 4.9% on our benchmark set.
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Figure B.2: Comparison of the application of the logarithmic energy model
on global counter values versus in the ILP-based worst-case path analysis.
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Figure B.3: Error rate of the ILP-based estimation compared to the loga-
rithmic energy model.
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